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This thesis examines the political career of Robert B.
Crosby,

Nebraska's twenty-seventh governor,

whose early

popular ity ended with his efforts to comply with a State
Supreme Court mandate to equalize state-wide prope rty tax
assessments.

Elected to the Nebraska Legislature in 1940

and re-elected in 1942,

Crosby was chosen at the age of 31

as the Speaker of the Legislature in 1943,
person ever to hold that position.
in the United States Navy,
Republican candidate
then,

the youngest

After serving two years

he successfully ran as a

for Lieutenant Governor in 1946,

in a landslide victory,
Crosby's sharp intellect,

wit attracted people to him.

and

was elected Governor in 1952.
self-effacing demeanor,

and

Always a partisan Republican

who espoused conservative government and the importance of
self- det ermina tio n Crosby,

in fact,

steered a moderate

course in politics.
The day after Crosby took office in January 1953,

the

Nebraska Supreme Court ruled that the state had to equalize

all state pro perty tax assessments.

He and the Legislature

had little success in implementing a plan that would be
fair for all taxpayers.

Crosby then focused on the state's

shortfall in personal pr op erty taxes and,

through an

initiative called "Operation Honesty," admonished citizens
to be truthful in re porting their property to be taxed.

He

was denounced for "meddling" and blamed for in creased taxes
caused by the equ ali zation effort.
Doubtful of winnin g re-election,
U.S.

Crosby sought the

Senate seat only to be defeated in the 1954 Republican

pr imary by Carl Curtis.
his political career,

With that first and only defeat in

Crosby turned his back on any further

public office and ret ur ned to private law practice.
Crosby's uns ucc essful attempts to correct the state's
tax problems even tua lly led the state to end the personal
pro per ty tax in 1967 and replace it with a combination
sales and income tax.

A l t hough his eight years in public

office were re latively short,

Crosby's dedication to state

government and his honest efforts to help solve the state's
tax assessment dilemma make him one of Nebraska's more
notable public servants.
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CHAPTER 1
THE FAMILY HERITAGE
"Bob was h ea de d for a po li ti cal

career from the day he was born."

Robert Berkey Crosby was born to Ma in ar d E. and Cora
May

(Berkey)

1911.
1952,

Crosby in North Platte,

Nebraska,

on March 26,

Elected the twenty-seventh governor of Neb ras ka in
he was the third governor,

and Robert Cochran,

following Keith Neville

to come from North Platte.

After

graduating from the Univer si ty of Minnesota at the age of
19, Crosby entered Harvard University Law School

in 1931.

Forced to take some time off to earn money because of the
Depression,

he co mpleted his law degree in 1935 and

returned to Nebraska.

In 1940,

at the age of 29,

he won

election to the Nebraska Legislature and two years later
was chosen by his colleagues to be Speaker of the House,
becoming the youngest person ever to hold that p o s i t i o n . 1
Following those first successful years in the legislature,
Crosby became e ng ro ss ed in politics and was ev ent ually
elected Lieutenant Governor and then,

at the age of 41,

Governor of Nebraska in 1952.
Politics and commun ity service were a major part of
the Crosby family hi s t o r y in Nebraska.

His great-

grandfather,

John H.

Powers,

who earned the title of

"Honest John Powers," ran as the first Populist candidate
for governor in 1890 and was narrowly defeated.
there is some doubt whether he really lost.

However,

Addison E.

Sheldon of the Nebraska State Historical Society ma int ained
that Powers had actuall y been elected governor but was
"counted out" under a defective election system.2
former state pre sident of the Farmers Alliance,

As the

Powers was

appointed the State Labor Commissioner under Governor Silas
A. Holcomb in 18 95.
the Civil War,

Having served in the Union Army during

he was later selected to be Adjutant of the

Soldiers and Sailors Home in Grand Island.3
Crosby's paterna l grandfather,

Adelbert Crosby,

married Lucy Powers and homest ead ed in Lincoln County,
south of Sutherland.
Berkey,

His maternal grandfather,

James

marri ed An n Olsen and homesteaded near Davenport,

Nebraska.

Both of Crosby's parents grew up on those family

homesteads and wo r k e d har d to earn enough money to attend
the University of Nebraska in Lincoln.
graduated from the Uni vers it y in 1908,

After both were
they married in 1909

and m o v e d to North Platte where Mainard,
esta bli shed a successful law pr ac tice. 4

Crosby's father,

3

Public service was part of Robert Crosby's family
heritage.

His father served as Lincoln County Attorney,

ma yor of North Platte,

and as a leader in numerous civic

organizations during his 60-year career as a lawyer.

He

served as president of the Western Nebraska Bar
Association,

North Platte Rotary Club,

Masonic Lodge,

No.

32.

and master of

He served as an elder for more than

40 years in the Presbyterian C h u r c h . 5

His mother,

active in the church as a Sunday school teacher,
the Church Missionary Society.

also

served in

She organized the first

Camp Fire Girls Club in North Platte,

served as longtime

chairman of the volunteer Red Cross Service Committee,
worked diligently on the local Salvation Ar my board.

and
Her

genuine interest in and love for w ork ing with people
contributed to her being named the North Platte Mother of
the Year in 1953,

and Nebraska Mother of the Year in 1955.6

Bob was extremely proud of his parents and emulated them
throughout his entire life.

With this strong family

tradition of church and com munity service,
manner,

Crosby,

in like

became involved in m an y of the same activities as

his parents throughout his public career.
Crosby's education at North Platte High School
included me mb ership on the debate team,

student council,

4

year boo k staff,

and the tennis team.

He rel uctantly gave

up football after accepting the fact that he was too small
to pl ay the game.

Debate and tennis would remain favorite

pastimes and interests throughout his lifetime.

Crosby

graduated second in his high school class in 1927,
receiving awards for scholarship and citizenship,

two areas

in which he distingui she d himself further in later years.
The Crosby family enjoyed music and singing,

and young Bob

learned to play the violin while in grade school.
school activities,

however,

High

soon took pri orit y over his

music and he discon tin ued his violin studies,

but he

continued to enjoy music throughout his entire li f e . 7
At the age of sixteen,
Platte High School,

following graduation from North

Crosby enrolled at Hastings College.

He attend ed Hastings for two years,
immersed himself in campus life,

during which he totally

using every opportunity to

develop his skills in debate and public speaking.
Williams,

a fellow student at Hastings,

Lauren

remembered Crosby

as a "pleasant serious young chap,

who looked more like a

14-year-old than a college m a n . " 8

His youthful appearance,

however,

did not prevent him from being elected president

of the freshman class.
college debate team,

Crosby's activities included the

tennis team,

Gospel Team,

and service

5

as a sports reporter for The Hastings C o l l e g i a n .9
1928 yearbook,

In the

The B r o n c o , Crosby is pictured with the

three-man negative debate team with the following caption:
Robert Crosby - Crosby, although only a freshman,
made a good showing this year as a first speaker for
the negative team.
Hastings can expect big things
from the lad from North Platte.
Of the twelve
decision debates that they par ticipated in they won
eleven and lost one.
They also debated in three
no decisio n de b a t e s . 10
While at Hastings College,

Crosby continued his

interest in church activities as a member of the Gospel
Team.

This group of college men traveled to towns

throughout the state and took charge of church services in
the absence of the minister.
sophomore year,

As captain of the team his

Crosby arranged many speaking engagements

that helped him become familiar with the people of small
towns and rural N e b r a s k a . 11
After two years at Hastings,
Universit y of Minnesot a in 1929,
in his father's

Crosby transferred to the
still inclined to follow

footsteps and become a lawyer.

He had

reasoned that he might have a better chance of being
accepted by an Ivy League law school if he were to graduate
from a ma jor u n i v e r s i t y . 12

The University of Minnesota had

a wel l- known rep utation in English literature which also
appealed to him.

For a brief time during his college years

6

in Minnesota,

Crosby considered becoming an author,

but

soon dropped his fledgling writing career when none of his
ma nus cripts sold.

He later insisted that he never thought

about politics while in college or even considered taking a
political science c o u r s e . 13
Crosby,

As the Depression set in,

in an effort to reduce expenses,

decided to

accelerate his education at Minnesota in order to graduate
at mid-year.

He worked his way through school by waiting

on tables and pre paring breakfasts at the Faculty Club.
the age of nineteen,

Crosby received his B.A.

At

cum laude in

English Literature and Philosophy in January of 1931.14
From January to September of 1931,
the Nebraska State Hi gh wa y Department,
crew and carrying chain.

Crosby worked for
assisting a gravel

It was perhaps this experience

with road construction that established his interest in
good highways,
of Nebraska.

which consumed much of his time as Govern or
That fall he entered Harvard Law School where

his first-year grades earned him a scholarship for the
following year.
enjoy,

however,

It was an honor he could not immediately
as he was forced to return home to assist

his family during the economic distress of the Depression.
Crosby found a job at the Day Milling Company in North
Platte,

delivering coal,

working in the flour mill,

and

7

serving as a general handyman.
earn enough money,

A ft er working a year to

he returned to law school and utilized

his previousl y-unused scholarship.

He again supported

himself by waiting tables at a restaurant near the
university campus,

an experience,

he later said,

that

caused him to become much more generous in his tipping
habits.

While working there he met Betty Ehler,

Scotia sea captain's daughter,
same restaurant,
Cambridge.

a Nova

who was a waitress at that

attending a secretarial school in

Following a two-year courtship they were

ma r r i e d on November 29,
law school.

1934,

during Crosby's last year in

In 1935 he graduated with his LL.B.

from Harvard Law School,
his c l a s s . 15

degree

ranking in the top ten percent of

Crosby recalled years later,

that the reason

he went to law school and followed in his father's
footsteps,

was because it was the "line of least

resist a n c e . " 16

At that time he said he never considered a

political career,

but had decided he had to make a living

and the law was the only thing he was "really serious
a b o u t . " 17

This disavowal of pol itical ambitions would later

be de bat ed at length by family and friends.
Betty,

His wife,

always insisted that "Bob was headed for a political

career from the day he was born," citing several specific

8

indications as well as her own feminine intuition.
V.

Shotwell,

Committeeman,
the fact,

18

Abel

fellow Omaha attorney and Republican National
agreed,

saying "maybe Bob wasn't conscious of

but he was heading for a political career from

the st ar t. "19
When Crosby returned to Nebraska in 1935,
w a s •still in the depths of the Depression.

the state

After several

months in North Platte struggling for enough work,

his

father urged him to seek a position in Omaha with attorney
Henry Beal.

Initially turned down,

he p er sisted enough

that Beal finally hired him for $75 a month.
q ui ckly revealed his legal acumen.

Crosby

Beal gave him the file

of a pending case and the young lawyer started to work
immediately.

After two days,

Beal asked Crosby how he was

coming along on the assigned case,

to which Crosby replied

that they should ask for more money,
that an obscure common law,

as he had discovered

the "rule against

per pet uities ," had been violated.

Beal asked for proof and

his young employee stated that he had twenty books to back
up his claim.

Ar med with Crosby's brief,

Alliance to try the case,
Senator Harry Gantz.
session,

Beal went to

which was being opposed by State

During a short eight-minute courtroom

Beal pointed out that the rule against

9

perpetuities had been violated by the state.
astonishment of Gantz,

To the

the judge agreed and told Beal to go

ahead and draw up the decree.

The decree gave Beal's

client $4000 more than Beal had originally sought.
friends,
court,

As old

attorneys Beal and Gantz had lunch together after

and Gantz confided that he had never heard of the

legal principle that Beal had sprung on him.
that "he needn't

feel too bad about it, because he had

never heard of it either.
office dug it u p . " 20
his first year's

Beal replied

A young kid from Harvard in my

Crosby had proven his worth and earned

salary on his first case.

While working for Beal,
Republican chairman,

who was the Douglas County

Crosby gained his first opportunity to

give a political speech.

Beal asked him to speak in

support of Republican Alfred M. Landon in the 1936
Presidential campaign.

Thus began Crosby's first real

exposure to political campaigning,

as his father had been

basically non political in his career in North Platte.
the 1936 campaign proceeded,

As

he and Betty became more

involved in the Rep ublican Party organization and were
subsequently "baptized into politics" during the Democratic
landslide that year.

In explaining the adoption of his

political philosophy,

Crosby often recalled that "he had

10

taken his sheepskin out the door and turned to the right
instead of to the left. "21
While in Omaha he joined the Barristers Club,
organization for young lawyers.

In that group,

became acquainted with Roman Hruska,

first child,
1936.

The Crosbys

during which time their

Robert M ai nard Crosby,

In January of 1937,

Cro sby

who later became a

United States Senator and lifelong friend.
lived in Omaha for only 13 months,

a social

was born on June 10,

Crosby returned to North Platte,

after the senior member of his father's law firm died,
joined his father,

Mainard,

and his older brother,

and

Horace,

in the family law practice until 1952.22
The Crosby law firm had a general practice that
represented a varie ty of western Nebraska interests.
Mainard was conside red one of the leading irrigation and
water resource lawyers in the state,

representing the

Platte Valley Public Power and Irrigation District.

During

these years the young Crosby began "cutting his teeth" on
irrigation law while working with the Paxton-Hershey
Irrigation District and the Keith and Lincoln County
Irrigation Dist ricts .23
Like his parents,

Crosby became active in the First

Presbyterian Church and m a n y civic organizations in North

11

Platte.

He served as president of the Lincoln County Bar

Association,
Commerce,

director of the North Platte Chamber of

chairman of the Lincoln County Defense Council,

chairman of the Lincoln County Health Council,
president of the Ad Club.

and

The Ad Club consisted of young

professionals and business me n in North Platte who felt the
Chamber of Commerce was not active enough in promoting the
community.

Crosby's election as the first president of

this group reflected his growing interest and involvement
in community issues.24
Susan Mary Crosby,
In 1940,

During this time their second child,

was born on September 6, 1940.

several of Crosby's friends persuaded him to

run for the Nebraska Legislature which had been changed to
a non-partisan unicameral in 1937.

Representing the

Thirty-eighth Legislative District,

which consisted of

Frontier and Lincoln Counties,
a five-man primary race,

and then won the November election

by defeating his opponent,
7606 to 4861 .25

Crosby won the nomination in

Harry L.

Pizer,

by a vote of

Crosby often rebutted those who said his

political career had been premedi ta te d by relating how it
had only occurred to him during that first legislative
campaign that his wife Betty,

a Canadian,

for him because she was not a U.S.

could not vote

citizen.

Fearing that

12

his opponent would make an issue of that,

Betty quietly

went about the naturalization process without any fanfare
or publicit y.26
When Crosby took his oath of office for the Nebraska
Legislature on Tuesday,

January 6,

1941,

Nebraskans were

living with growing fears of the war in Europe.

Headlines

in the Omaha World-Herald reported of German air raids' over
England and Hitler's armies sweeping through much of the
European continent.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt had

just warned the nation that "an un pre ce de nted peril faced
the United States and demanded a swift and driving increase
i n ... armaments for ourselves and dem ocracies abroad." 2 7
Pictures and coverage of war-torn Europe occupied much of
the daily news as the nation began pre p a r i n g for the
impending war.

On that same January day,

local news from

Lincoln reported a crowd of 2000 football fans cheering the
University of Nebraska football team as it returned from
Pasadena,

California,

after losing to Stanford 21-13 in the

Rose Bowl. 28
As the young Crosby and 42 other state senators
prepar ed for the new 55th L eg islative Session,

the Omaha

World-Herald reported its concern that the lawmakers "may
exceed the 111-day record,

a nd .. . w o u l d not likely return

13

home until after corn planting time."

It was only the

third biennial session under the new Nebraska unicameral
system.

Ne wl y-electe d Republican Dwight Griswold began the

first of his three terms as governor and soon asked the
Nebraska Legislature to reduce spending for the next
bienn iu m by $5.7 million,

slashing monies pr ima rily from

the Department of Roads and Irrigation.
began p re paring for war,

As the nation

state building and road

construction came to an almost complete stop.29
In his first legislative session,

Crosby was assigned

to the Education and Government Committees as well as a
special Enrollment and Review Committee,
drafting of bills.

which oversaw the

In his first year in the legislature

Crosby introduced 8 bills and co-sponsored 32 others.
Three of his eight bills were passed and signed into law.
Of those bills,
school children;

LB 134 dealt With the tra nsportat ion of
LB 173 dealt with holdings of real estate

by charitable and fraternal organizations;

and LB 285 dealt

with irrigation and changes in water storage sit es .30
young junior senator,

As a

Crosby could be rated "above average"

in his legislative success that first year in o ff i c e , 31
Crosby enjoyed the study and debate that went along with
the legislative process and worked well with the other

14

senators with wh o m he served.

After 99 days,

Legislative Session ended on May 23,
corn planting.
Crosby won re-election to a
second term in 1942 over former
opponent Harry Pizer by a vote of
6092 to 1803.32

He promised "a

continuation of sound policies in
state government wholeh ea rt ed ly
engaged in the war e f fo rt ." 33
Speaking before the North Platte
Rotary Club in Sept ember of 1942,
Crosby used the opp or tunit y to
address the social consciousness
and duty of mankind.

Noting the

conditions of the current world
war,

he declared,

is to advance,

"If civilization

man must gain a

greater m a ste ry over himself.
We have in ma ny ways conquered
our environment— we have done many
wonderful things in space and
matter,

but look how such progress

1941,

the 5 5 th

just in time for
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(since th e u n ic a m e ra l body a d jo u rn -j
■|ed la s t y e a r, I hope to be re tu rn e d )
jtb the next session so that this
.(work may h o . f u lly c a r r ie d o u t in
;Jthe in te re s ts o f the SSth D is t r ic t
(and th e S ta te o f N eb ra s k a, # "
-j" ! w is h to th a n k th e peojilo:. o f
B nncoln a n d F r o n tie r counties lo r !
;jtfao in te r e s t th e y h a v e show n a n d j
p i e c o n s tru c tiv e suggestions they;
Bxave. m a d e d u rin g th e p a s t tw o;
p e a r s I have served th e m ."
i- ’

i’pr a continuation o f sound-'
ilicies in state government!
vRdlelieartedly engaged y in .
te w a r effo rt . . .
y. 1

TOTE FOE

our env ironme nt — we have done many
wonde rf ul things
matter,

in space and

but look how such progress

R O B E R T B. CROSBY!
F o r Good Government!

FIGURE 1
Source:
North Platte Bulletin,
October 29, 1942.
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is being used today...our inventions are being used for
d e s t r u c t i o n ."34
When the 56th Session of the Nebraska Unicameral opened
on January 5, 1943,

senate colleagues bes tow ed additional

responsibilities and prestige on the 31-year-old Crosby by
electing him Speaker of the House.

In a heated contest

involving several powerful and aggressive candidates
the post,

for

Crosby emerged as a compromise candidate,

prevailing over veteran Senators Harry E. Gantz and Frank
Sorrel.

Crosby still holds the distinction of being the

youngest person in the state's history ever to be elected
to that pos it ion. 35
On March 10,

1943,

as Speaker of the House,

Crosby

invited former Senator George

W. Norris to address the

Nebraska legislature.

to be the last appearance

It was

Norris made before the unicameral body before he died the
following y ea r.36

Norris,

mor e than any other Nebraskan,

had been most responsible for promoting and helping secure
the new Nebraska unicameral system with its nonpartisan
membership.

Crosby greatly admired Norris for his

political independence and his concern for the welfare of
the average citizen.
were small in stature,

The two men had much
gentle

in common.

and quiet in their talk,

Both
and
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pra gmatic in their moral faith.

Both began their political

careers in western Nebraska and knew firsthand the
character and independent nature of rural people.
later,

Years

Crosby delivered the tribute to Norris at the

Nebraska State Capitol when the George W. Norris West
Legislative Chamber was formally dedicate d on January 11,

Senator George \V. Norris (left) and Robert B. Crosby. Speaker of
the Nebraska Legislature M a rc h 10. 1043. at the j r o n t of the irest
legislative cham ber, now named far Senator Norris. Courtesy of
Robert B. Crosby.
FIGURE 2
Source: Nebraska History, Volume I, 1985.

,
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During his second term,
and Revenue Committees.
sponsored 15 others.
law.

Crosby served on the Judiciary

He introduced 12 bills and co

Seven of his bills were signed into

One successful bill,

LB 58,

regulated the interest

rates and licenses of small lenders.
time,

A big issue at the

Cr osb y con curred with others who bel ie ved that the

small loan industry "stank to high heaven,
on the side of so ci et y."38

Years later,

and was a sore

he recalled how he

had "watched in quiet astonishment" as the legislature
ev ent ually ab oli sh ed interest rate ceilings on the Nebraska
statutes .39
Early in the 1943 session,

Crosby had opposed

legislation seeking to authorize transbasin diversion of
"surplus" water from the Tri-County District of the Platte
River to irrigate lands in the Republican River Valley.

It

was an extrem el y controversial issue and Cro sby fought
successfully to kill the bill.

During the legislative

debate he used the expression "persons foreign to the
Platte V a l l e y waters hed" to describe those opponents who
lived outside of the Tri-County Dis trict.40

The Hastings

Tribune re spo nd ed by running a banner headline on their
front page,

"Crosby calls us foreigners."

good-n at ured way,

In his typical

Crosby complimented Tribune editor,

Fred
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Seaton,

for the great line.

friends.

The two men later bec ame good

Crosby defended his opposition to the bill,

believing that it might be harmful to North Platte and his
district.

Kingsley Dam had just been built on the Platte

River and there was still uncertainty as to whether there
would be enough water to transfer to other ba s i n s . 41

In

February of 1943 the legislature ratified the "ColoradoNebraska,

Kansas Republican River Water Compact" resolving

the long-standing legal battles over water appropriations
among the three s t at es.42
Near the end of the session,

Crosby continued his

interest in resolving the state's many water issues by
introducing and securing passage of Legislative Resolution
36.

This resolution established a committee to study

whether the state should permit the diversion of water from
one water basin to another,

even though the Nebraska

Supreme Court had ruled in 1936 that such water could not
be t r a n sf er re d.43
more important

As water and irrigation issues became

for the state during the 1940s,

the Nebraska

legislature continued to hold hearings and debate the
transbasin diversions of water,

Crosby con sistently

supported the formation of irrigation projects throughout
the state as sound economic development.

When he later
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became lieutenant governor and governor he frequently
traveled to Washington,
Ai nsworth project,

D.C.

to testify in support of the

the Pick-Sloan projects,

and the

federally-funded reservoirs on the tributaries of the
Republican Riv er .44
research,

In time,

after further study and

Crosby came to support water diversion within the

state as an important factor in expanding the state's
economy.

Like his father,

Crosby became a skilled lawyer

in irrigation law and water conservation issues in the
state.
The activity of the 1943 legislature remained
relatively low-key during its 103-day session,
bills being passed and signed into law.

despite 240

LB 282,

introduced

as a constitutional amendment to reduce the voting age in
Nebraska from 21 to 18, m oved out of committee but was
roundly defeated.

Supporters of the bill argued that if

18-year-olds were old enough to fight in the war,

they

should be old enough to vote.

The sponsor of the bill,

Senator John Doyle of Greeley,

acknowledged that there

appeared to be little public support for the proposal,

as

"people are watching the war instead of the legislat ion ."45
Political discourse within the state and interest in the
legislature seemed to be re leg ated to the background,

as
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the war effort dominated the public's attention.

Crosby

often said that it was easier to be a fiscally conservative
state legislator during the war,

because spending money and

expanding domestic programs were viewed as unpa tr ioti c. 46
Crosby continued as Speaker during a special
legislative session called by Governor Griswold in March of
1944 to deal with an assortment of state administrative
issues.

As a state senator,

Crosby routi nely accepted the

ma ny speaking engagements inherent to the job.
1944,

On May 25,

he addressed the commencement exercise at the North

Platte High School.

Crosby again spoke of the need for

moral courage and a faith-based responsibility toward
mankind,

a theme that became common throughout his

political career.

To the graduating seniors,

he criticized

an apparent over-emphasis of the mate ria l side of life
among the nation's youth and noted that the tragedy of
World War II might make it difficult for young people to
hold on to their ideals.

Cros by challe nged the graduates

to "hold fast to their faith and visions in order to
insure...a good world after this w a r . " 47
In April of 1944,
Europe and Asia,

as the war con tinued to rage across

Crosby w ai ve d an exemption from the draft

given to state legislators an d accepte d a commission in the
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United States Navy as a lieutenant in the Judge Advocate
General's Corp.

Crosby's brother,

Horace,

joined the U.S. Army in 1943 and was

had already

serving in New Guinea

and the Philippine Islands as a Ma st er Sergeant in the 32nd
Infantry Divisi on. 48

After graduating with "high

distinction" from a four-month orientation course at the
Harvard Business School,

Crosby was ass ig ned to the San

Francisco Naval Base where he worked p ri marily on contract
negotiations with defense contractors.
remained there until after the war,

He and his family

wh en he was honorably

dischar ged in May of 1946.49

Lt.

& Mrs. Robert Crosby at his parents'

Source:

home in North Platte

FIGURE 3
Crosby Family A l b u m
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The war years in San Francisco were to be only a short
respite from elective office,

as Crosby qu ic kl y re-immers ed

himself in Nebraska politics when he return ed home.
On March 2, 1946,

while still in the Navy,

Cro sb y

filed for the Republican nomination for Nebraska lieutenant
governor.

His announcement in the Lincoln St ar on March 5,

1946 read:
I hope to defend and advance certain ideals of
government which need championing in this
country.
They are the ideals of forward-looking
republicanism.
I fought for these ideals in the
legislature.
After an absence of two years I am
eager for the opportunity to resume the ta sk .50
Crosby confided years later that his active mi l i t a r y
service "may not have been too exceptional,

but it was good

p o l i t i c s ."51
In the pre-primary Republican Con vention in Omaha on
March 19,

194 6, Crosby won the endorsement over incumbent

Lieutenant Governor Roy W.
primary convention,

Johnson from Sumner.

This p r e 

the first to be held in Nebraska,

provided for an endorsement system of political part y
candidates.

The candidate who received top endorsement was

listed first for the office on all ballots.

Beneath his

name appeared the notation that he had been end ors ed by the
party convention.

A candidate who received second
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endorsement was listed second on all ballots,
similar notation.
rotated.

Names of all other candidates were

The endorsement

of the legislature,

with a

law, passed by the 1943 session

had been propos ed and supported by

Republican and Democratic state leaders who felt it would
help prevent "name" candidates and "political accidents''
from winning state office.

The law passed,

despite attacks

by some candidates who critic ize d it as a "return to
political bossism."

The endorsement proved to be a

valuable asset in the June

11th primary,

as all the

candidates who had been endorsed by the state's Republican
and Democratic parties were no minated on the ticket.
result,

As a

35-year-old Robert Crosby joined the Republican

candidate for governor,
for the fall el ection .52

Val Peterson of Elgin,

to campaign

Peterson was an Army veteran and

former teacher"and school admin ist rator who owned and
published the Elgin R e v i e w newspaper.
Ironically,

when Cros by became governor in 1953,

he

signed legislation abolis hin g the pre-primary convention
and the party endorsement law.

Republican and Democratic

state party leaders still supported the 1943 law and had
hoped the measure would be vetoed by the governor.
said,

however,

Crosby

that he was "not disposed to overrule the
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judgment of the legislature" and chose not to veto the
b i l l . 53

Critics of the pr e- pri mary law still insisted,

however,

that it lent itself to "boss" control in the

selection of the can di da te s. 54
During the 1940s,
politics in Nebraska.

the Republicans completely dominated
Governor Dwight Griswold had given

the state a calm and careful wartime administration.
Republican Hugh Butler easily won reelection to the United
States Senate in 1946,
1948.

as did Republican Kenneth Wherry in

Both Butler and Whe rr y were strongly conservative

and staunchly anti-New Deal.55

As senior Republican of the

Nebraska Congressional delegation,

Senator Butler

ma int ained firm control of the part y through a vast
statewide political org anization consisting of loyal
friends as well as paid political o r g a n i z e r s .56

Nebraska

Democrats associated with the New Deal administration of
Franklin Roosevelt were becoming increasingly vulnerable to
the resurgence of the state's Republican Party.
decade,

During the

the only state Republican representative to be

unseated was Howard Buffet of Omaha in the second
congressional district who lost to Democrat Eugene D.
O' Sullivan of Omaha in the 1948 e le ction.57
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The 1946 Nebraska GOP platform emphasized the
maintenance of a republican form of government,

deplored

the encroachment of those exercising emergency powers,

and

demanded that these powers be returned to the people from
which they came.

It lamented that "today's major domestic

issue is between radicalism,
bureaucracy,

regimentation,

class exploitation,

machine politics,

all-powerful

deficit spending,

and

as against our belief in American freedom

for the individual under just and fairly administered laws
for all,

preservation of local home rule,

pay-as-you-go economy of government,

efficiency,

and

and the protection of

the American way of life against either fascist or
communist tre nd s." 58
veterans'

The platfo rm strongly supported

relief and old-age assistance,

forms of subsidies to agri cu ltur e. 59

but opposed all

The rhetoric in that

GOP platform was typical.of the growing dissatisfaction
with the Democrats'
the previous decade.

hold on the federal government during
As economic conditions began to

improve in the state and the nation,

Nebraskans seemed

ready to abandon the New Deal and the growth of federal
intervention in their lives that had accompanied it.60
Having completed two terms in the Nebraska
legislature,

Crosby had gained experience and confidence in
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the unique unicameral

system and had come to believe

strongly in its one-house system.

While campaigni ng for

lieutenant governor in Omaha in 1946 he stated:
Congress and the legislatures of the other
states wo uld do well to adopt streamlined rules
of procedure pioneered in the Nebraska legislature.
The simplified committee system, the method of
selecting committee chairmen, the public hear ing
afforde d each bill, and the pub licity of each
member' s vote on the final passage of the bill,
are all features which are urgently needed in the
halls of Congress.
Smaller membersh ip make s each
legislator conscious of greater responsibility,
and it also results in election of better men.
The absence of political party divisions in the
legislature makes it possible for each m em be r to
devote his whole attention to the issues under
debate, and to decide the issues on their merits,
instead of on the basis of party obligation.
This
is ap propriate in state government, because almost
none of the issues that arise in the legislature
can be pr operly called party issues.
It is in the
area of politics that the so-called party issues
become si gn if i c a n t . 61
Despite that rousing endorsement of Nebraska's
n on partis an legislative system,
position,
elections,

Crosby later ch anged his

and began to openly call for a return to partisan
while still retaining the small,

l e g i s l a t u r e . 62

one-house

His service as lieutenant govern or and

pr esi ding officer of the legislature ma y have caused him to
better un de rs t a n d the difficulties of securing legislative
consensus and ac countabi lit y without party discipline.
Crosby had come to believe that it was absurd for a
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partisan lieutenant governor to expect to preside over a
nonpartisan l e gi sl atur e. 63
Following the end of World War II,

Nebraska faced a

tremendous need to build and improve the state's roads
which had been ignored and left in near-critical condition
during much of the Depression and the war.

As a result,

many communities throughout the state began to form local
associations to promote the improvement of specific
highways for their own economic benefit.

Political

pressure and competition became intense as communities vied
for limited highway construction funds.
Crosby had always m ainta in ed a strong interest in good
roads.

In a campaign speech in Curtis,

Nebraska,

before

the Highline Highway As so ci ati on in June of 1946,

Crosby

told the group that if Nebraska was to keep abreast of
other states in economic growth,

it must provide its

citizens with adequate hig h w a y s . 64

While Crosby served in

the legislature he had work ed hard to keep the state
gasoline tax de dicated to only highway use.

There was

always constant pressure to use some of those monies for
non-highway purposes.

For years the Nebraska legislature

had allowed the use of one cent out of the state's five
cent gasoline tax to supplement old-age assistance funding.
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When Crosby became lieutenant governor he helped Senator
Norris Schroeder from Hoskins amend the state law to end
the diversion of money away from the highway gasoline tax
fund.65
Crosby believed highway improvement to be a top
priority for most Nebraskans.

He understood the political

realities and worked hard at devising ways to minimize the
conflict between the State Roads Department and Nebraska
communities.

When he became governor he attempted to

remove the political pressures
a sound road policy.

from the decision-making of

When asked why he advocated more

mo ney for highways while trimming other state expenses,
such as old-age assistance,

Crosby replied that roads were

a fundamental function of government,

and that it had been

clearly demonstrated that "Nebraska was lagging b e h in d. "66
Clearly,

old-age assistance was important,

but Crosby

believed it should be funded through the state's general
fund.
Crosby spent little of his own m o ne y on personal
campaign advertisements but relied on speaking engagements
to any group or organization that would invite him.

Each

time he spoke he woul d draft a press release to be sent to
newspapers throughout the state,

allowing him to receive
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op timum coverage of his sp ee ch es.67

It was an effective

campaign strategy that he used in every one of his
political races,

but it was time-consuming and often

required grueling travel schedules.
enjoyed people and his outgoing,

Crosby thoroughly

yet self-effacing

pe rsonality allowed him to be comfortable with any group of
listeners.
Arch Donovan,

veteran news reporter and commentator

for the Lincoln Star who wrote many articles and reports on
Crosby,

once stated,

"Bob was one of the most

conversational speakers

I have ever heard.

speeches never lacked vitality.

Yet his

He emp hasized his major

points with enough power that he got them a c ro ss ." 68

Crosby

admitted that over his thirty years of mak in g thousands of
speeches,

he never reduced a speech to manuscr ipt

unless he had to.

form

He said that he learned early on that

his best success with an audience occurred when he did not
take his notes out of his pocket.

This did not mean that

he did not work on the speech in advance,

because preparing

a speech was always a time-co nsu ming and difficult task for
him.

Crosby understood that speeches were his chief asset

as a politician.
advertising,

He did not have the m o n e y to spend on

except for uncertain political contributions,
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and speeches were good reasons to generate press releases

69

Al tho ugh his personal dyna mis m and gift of expression
became well-known,
Like many,

he had one probl em that frustrated him.

he had trouble remembering names.

Eventually he

dev eloped a system to jog his mem ory by jotting the
person's name down on a scrap of paper,
times.

often several

The method eventually helped him overcome that

parti cul ar weakness.
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1946,

Peterson and Crosby were both

consistent with the Republican landslide

throughout most of the nation.

The M o r n i n g World- Her ald

had noted that fair weather dominated the state,

and that

most of the state's roads were dry and passable for voters
to go to the polls.

The newspaper encouraged Nebraskans to

act on their feelings of patriotism,

by running a tag line

at the bott om of the front page stating "You Fought for the
Right to Vote— Now Do It!"71
turnout,

Despite predictions of a record

the number of Nebraskans voting was the lowest

since 1918.

Althou gh Republicans had controlled the

Nebraska State House for most of the last fifty years,

this

was the first time in 15 years that Republicans controlled
both the House and the Senate in the United States
Congress.

Cr osby won the election for lieutenant governor

over his Democratic opponent,
229,673 to 134,443.
Frank Sorrell,

Robert Swanson,

by a vote of

Val Peterson defeated his opponent,

249, 468 to 131, 367 votes. 7z

The two World

War II veterans were both victorious in their first attempt
at a statewide contest,

as were the 5 veterans among the 14

new legislators elected to the u n i c a m e r a l .73
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CHAPTER 2
LIEUTEN ANT GOVERNOR
"If we are to have go od government, each of us must be
in earnest in p r a c t i c i n g an interest and concern in
po li ti ca l m a t te rs a nd affairs of government."

On January 10,
war,

1947,

after a 6-year hiatus due to the

Nebraska held the inaugural ball for newly elected

Governor Val Peterson at the University of Nebraska
Coliseum in Lincoln.
lavish event,

Nearly 2500 people attended the

including 65 representatives of the Ak-Sar-

Ben royalty who came to Lincoln on a special train from
O m aha .74

The gala seemed to reflect a moo d of relief and

optimism in the state after years of economic and wartime
stress.

The new Lieutenant Governor Crosby moved his

family from North Platte bac k to Lincoln where they resided
in an apartment west of the Capitol for the next two years.
Crosby continued,

however,

to ma int ain his family home and

law practice in North Platte.
As Lieutenant Governor,
salary of $1744,

Crosby received an annual

twice the compensation of a state senator.

His duties were to preside over the legislature,
governor in his absence or incapacitation,

to act as

and to fill the

vacancy should a permanent incapacity of the governor
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occur.

In a surprising move soon after taking office,

Crosby began a campaign to abolish his own job.
opinion,

In his

the office of lieutenant governor was just a

"spare tire" and its function could easily be absorbed by
other state office holders.

Crosby was supported by

Professor John Senning of the Political Science Department
at the University of Nebraska,

who agree d that the

legislature could just as well elect its own presiding
officer.

Crosby convinced his friend,

Peterson of Lincoln,

Senator C.

to introduce LB 328 which established

a new line of succession to the governorship.
1947,

Petrus

On March 24,

the legislature's Government Committee moved the bill

out of committee on a 7-2 vote and sent it to general
for discussion by the full legislature.

file

The bill called

for a vote of the people at the 1948 general election on a
constitutional amendment abo lishing the lieutenant
go vern or .75

Governor Val Peterson po lit el y noted that while

Crosby may believe the office to be a "political blind
a l l e y , " mak ing it difficult to persuade men of outstanding
ab ility to seek the position,

"I consider Crosby's presence

in that office to be a direct refutation of his own
w o r d s . " 76

The bill to abolish the po si tion failed to pass

the legislature,

largely on the grounds that it was not a
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propitious time to submit a constitutional amendment of
this sort to the people,

and that such a proposit io n could

be better handled at a constitutional con ve nt ion.77
Several months later Crosby published an essay
entitled "Why I Want to Get Rid of My Job" in the July 1947
issue of State Government Journal.

The essay built his

case for abolishing the position of lieutenant governor,
citing other states that had successfully eli minated the
office with no ill effects.

Noting that there had been

several attempts to eliminate the position in years past,
and so the idea was not a novel one,

Crosby argued that

before 1937, when we had two houses in our
legislature, the lieutenant governor presid ed
over the Senate and the Speaker presided over
the H o u s e , . . . [now].. .our legislature is still
required to elect its Speaker.
But he doesn't
preside; the lieutenant governor does that.
Having once been a speaker myself, perhaps I
can say the following more gracefully than
another:
The Speakership is an office of high
honor without any corresponding duties or
a u t h o r i t y .78
Crosby continued his attack on his own office by
asking
Haven't you been struck with the absur dity of
having a Republican or a Democrat serve as
chairman of our non-partisan legislature?
That is what I, elected on the Republican ticket,
am doing.
One of the consequences of this
mi smat ch is that the lieutenant governor cannot
have any influence on the legislative issues.
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Oil and water do not mix.
The non-partisan
legislators do not want a party politician
intruding into their del iberations.79
After pointing out that elimination of the office
could save money and simplify the task of the average
voter,

Crosby closed his argument with his typical

disarming wit and humor by declaring,
Elimination of the office would save my
constituents a lot of embarrassment.
The
title "lieutenant governor" is quite a m o u t h
full.
Some call me Governor, which is a form
of flattery that I enjoy, but really isn't
correct.
Some call me "lieutenant" which is
what I answered to in the Navy, but revives my
inferiority feeling about Commanders.
W h y not
be done with it and abolish the title e n t i r e l y ? 80
As politics continued to occupy a greater part of his
life,

Crosby's reputation as a student of government became

recognized throughout the state,

both within and outside

his party.

Crosby joined a group of

On October 25,

1947,

civic leaders headed by Lincoln Journal Editor,
McConnell,

and Mrs.

Raymond

Sidney Smith of Omaha in forming the

Bi-Partisan Presidential Committee to address the
shortcomings of Nebraska's presidential primary.
objective was clearly stated in their first pub li c
announcement:
We are interested only in stimulating
popular parti ci pat ion and in establishing
the principle that the preferential primary

Their
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should be an instrument of the people
themselves, not the candidates' m a n a g e r s . 81
The Nebraska presidential primary system had been
introduced in 1911 to provide an avenue for state political
parties to nominate potential candidates from which the
general electorate could choose.

The system,

however,

was

prone to manipu la tion by strong party leaders and
incumbents who could dissuade some contenders from entering
the primary.

Over time it had become a mere showpiece

rather than an instrument of citizen involvement and
control.

The committee sought to circulate petitions and

enter the name of every viable candidate on the prima ry
ballot,

even without their consent,

and thereby give voters

better control over the election process.

Although the 35-

member committee had to deal with some uneasy and delicate
decisions in the peti tio n process,
succeed in its mission.

it did ultimately

In March of 1948,

it submitted

petitions for the Nebraska presidential primary to include
Harry S. Truman,
W. Martin,

Thomas E. Dewey,

Harold Stassen,

Arthur Vandenberg.

Douglas MacArthur,

Robert A. Taft,

Joseph

Earl Warren,

and

This rather ambitious effort by Crosby

and the other members of the committee created a truly
"all-star" list of candidates for the 1948 Nebraska
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primary.

Other states later ad opted the innovative

technique and the Nebraska Bi- Pa rtis an Committee can take
credit for reviving voter pa rt ic i p a t i o n in the electoral
pro ces s.82

The Nebraska legislature later changed the

election law in 1952 so that a candidate could not be
entered in the pre si dential pr i m a r y without the
individual's personal consent.
At the time of his involvement,

Crosby was the only

active state off iceholder on the committee.

He had chosen

not to run for

re-election at the time and used the

opportunity to

promote what he thought was good government.

Crosby remained active in pa rt isan Republican activities
while both in and out of public office and,
his personality,
party.

consistent with

worked to m a i n t a i n harmony within the

He had

always been an admirer of George Norris,

who

had fallen out

of favor with the state Republican Party

and

been defeated by Kenneth W h e r r y in the 1942 senatorial
race.

As a good party member,

however,

Crosby did support

Wherry's re-election bid in 1948 by serving as vicechairman of the "Veterans for Wherr y" movement for western
Neb ra ska .83

When Wherr y died in office in November of 1951,

Governor Val Peterson appo in te d Hastings newspaperman Fred
A.

Seaton to fill the vacancy.

Crosby's political
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philosophies were far more similar to Seaton's than they
had been to Wherry's.

He and Seaton both identified

themselves as moderate and forward-looking Republicans who
supported Eisenhower in 1952 and were aligned with the
mode rn Rep ublicanism that became dominant in the 1950s.84
Crosby once responded to a letter written to him while
he was governor,

asking him to explain the difference

between the Republican and Democratic parties.

He began by

acknowledging the difficult task in def in ing the parties,
because each had changed a great deal over the years.
However,

he continued,

"It is my feeling that the

Republican Party stands for conserv atism and the Democratic
Party stands for liberalism."80

He noted that has not

always been the case,

because "Thomas Jefferson was an

outstanding Democrat,

and yet he was one of the

conservatives wh om I admire the most."

Crosby did not

define the terms "conservatism" and " l i b e r a l i s m , " but
stated that within every political p ar ty you will find a
division of opinion on any particular question.

He

believ ed that "the main purpose of the political party is
to allow the average citizen to have a hand in the
manageme nt of the affairs of their governm ent ."
to say that,

He went on

because the United States is a representative
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form of government,

a citizen can,

"through active

pa rticipat ion in the political party of your
c h o i c e ... attain real representation in your g o v e r n m e n t ."

86

Crosby believed this to be a practical truth that allowed
each citizen to exert influence on the affairs of
government.
Crosby pra ct ic ed what he preached.

He worked hard in

the Nebraska Repu bli can Party,

serving as precinct

committeeman,

and later with the State

county chairman,

Finance Committee.

Eventually he was chosen as the

Assistant Rep ublican State Chairman.
political career,

Throughout his

Crosby's work within the Nebras ka

Republican Party helped prepare him to have a hand in
man ag ing the affairs of government.
Crosb y was an idealist in many ways.

He often spoke

of the importance of a responsible electorate in
mai ntai ni ng good government.
Crosby wrote,

In an un pub lished essay,

"If we are to have good government,

each of

us must be in earnest in practicing an interest and concern
in political matte rs and affairs of go ve r n m e n t . " 87

Crosby

often used his edu cation and scholarship in literature,
human history,

and government to hold up and prom ote the

ideals of democracy.

Many of his speeches included the
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ideals of the great philosophers,
aspects of the Chr istian faith,

the moral and spiritual

and the need for honesty,

integrity and individual responsibility.

Crosby noted that

government fiat cannot rub out the fact that each
of us is es sentiall y alone in this world and that
each of us has only a brief interval in which to
justify his personality.
Whatever serenity that I
capture in my time will come through my own effort.
It will not be con ferred upon me by gov ern me nt .88
These comments and feelings reflect Crosby's pioneer
heritage that required individual initiative and selfdetermination to suc cessfully settle and survive life on
the Nebraska prairies.
In a letter to a young student inquiring about a
career in politics,

Crosby noted that people often avoid

politics as something "not n i c e . " 89
politics

by definition,

is des cribed in the dictionary as the art and

science of government,
public.

He said,

or managin g the affairs of the

He suggested that

Each citizen should be a politician in the sense
that he is vi tal ly interested in the affairs of
his local, state, and national government.
If
they should select a public career, they should
pay particular att ention to their studies in
history, geography, economics, political science
and phi l o s o p h y . 90
In March of 1947,
Lancaster County,

in an address to campaign workers of

C r os by urged full support of the Am eric an
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Red Cross,

because "it represents one of the greatest

opportunities for the people of this country to demonstrate
to the world that Americans are the kindest and most
generous people in the w o r l d . " 91

He lauded the quality of

the people who devote their time to make such a campaign a
success.

"In this age,

when the blind,

the aged,

and other

needy are aided by the government through the levy of
taxes,

people sometimes lose sight of their obligation to

their neighbors," Crosby asserted.
concluded,

The lieutenant governor

"We have got to show somehow,

abide by the precept,

that we still

'Love Thy Nei gh bo r'." 92

In a speech at a student assembly at the University of
Nebraska in February of 1947,

Crosby observed than there

will be no hope for peace until people realize that the
world is made up of people instead of national states and
symbols.

Acknow le dg in g that "such symbols of nationalism

bind us t o g e t h e r , " he regretted that the newly formed
Un ite d Nations Security Council seemed to be based on
rep res entation of mi l it ar y power only and not a
representa tio n of the people.

QO

In early 1948 Crosby announced that he would not run
again for lieutenant governor.

At the time,

the Nebraska

Con stitution proh ibi ted a lieutenant governor from running
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for governor while still in office.
wit h Governor Val Peterson,

Crosby had worked well

and knew that he would have a

chance to run for governor when Peterson chose to retire.
He returned to private law practice in Nort h Platte but
remained in politics,

serving as assistant state chairman

of the Republican Party.

From 1949 to 1951,

Crosby served

as chairman of the Nebraska Citizens Committee for the
Hoover Commission Re ports.94

This nonpa rti san commission,

establis hed by President Harry Truman in 1947 and chaired
by former President Herbert Hoover,

sought to improve the

effici enc y and effectiveness of the federal government.
In a speech about the Hoover Commission's objectives
to Uni versity of Nebraska students in March of 1950,

Crosby

co mpa red the federal government to "a 12-cylinder operation
being run like the one-hoss shay."95
rhetoric,

His often homespun

along with his concern regarding the "obsolete

methods of management in the federal government," made good
copy for the newspapers throughout the state.

He lamented

that only 35 percent of the Hoover Commission's
recommendations had been put into effect,

with many of the

important reforms being bogged down by political
b i c k e r i n g .96
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Crosby seemed to be sincere in his concern about the
growing centralization of government and supported every
effort to protect personal liberties.

A l t ho ug h he had

served in the mi li ta ry during World War II,

Crosby woul d go

on record years later to end the draft and place all
mil i t a r y service on a voluntary ba s i s . 97

Peacemaking

remained a recurring theme throughout his career wi thin
both his personal and public life.
When Crosby settled back into his law practice in
North Platte following his term as lieutenant governor he
again became active in community affairs.

He had always

faithfully worshipe d and worked in the Presbyte ria n Church.
However,

his wife Betty had been raised a Roman Catholic,

and when they were married,

Crosby had ag ree d to allow the

children to become members of the Catholic Church.
growing up in North Platte,

While

young Robert and his sister

Susan attended Saint Patrick's parochial school.

As a

family,

they would often visit and worship in each other's

church,

always respecting each one's fa i t h . 98

of polit ica l history,

As a student

Crosby was aware that few,

if any,

Catholics had ever won a state office in Nebraska.

In his

unsuccessful bid for the United States Senate years later,
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he understood that being married to a Catholic may have
been an issue for some v o t e r s . "
Like his father Mainard,

Crosby cared deeply about the

community of North Platte and always spoke with pride of
the city when asked where he grew up.
returning to his hometown,

Shortly after

Crosby became involved in a

reform campaign seeking to elect a new mayor to help clean
up the city's tarnished image.
long-time railroad center,
notorious,

For years North Platte,

a

had the reputation as an "evil,

ill-run city" that ignored significant gambling

and prostitution activity.

In 1951 a group of concerned

business and professional people formed the Citizens
Committee to select candidates to run for mayor and city
council with the goals of improving city government and
strictly enforcing existing la ws. 100

The Citizens Committee

ran an aggressive campaign to clean up the town and
supported a young businessman named Kirk Mendenhall to run
for mayor.
Although Crosby's name was not of fic ially on the
"roster" of the committee,

he was commonly recognized as

being involved in the campaign and the subsequent cleanup
activity.

In a letter to the editor of the North Platte

Telegraph-Bulletin that defined the issues in that city
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election campaign,

Crosby expressed his support

"reformist" mayoral challenger,
Appendix,

p.

for the

Kirk Mendenhall.

101

(see

127)

Interestingly,

while the Citizens Com mittee gen erated

news promoting the need for reform,

the

Telegraph-Bulletin

editorials favored the existing city administration.

This

"business as usual" mindset seemed to be a de e p l y ingrained
tradition in the city— one that had negat ed ea r li er attempts
at social reform.

It was reminiscent of the time in 187 9

when the city council voted to make North Platte the first
"dry" town in Nebraska,

only to have the sal oonkeepers call

booze "buttermilk" and continue selling their l i qu or .102
The entire slate of candidates who pl e dg ed to reform
North Platte won the city election on April 3,
almost two to one margin.

1951,

by an

The newly-el ected Mayor

Mendenhall soon appointed Robert Crosby as the new city
attorney,

the same position that his father had held some

thirty years ea rli er .103

Although he occ upie d this position

for less than a year until he again ran for state office,
Crosby's involvement and concern for the w el l-bei ng of his
com munity helped contribute to the eventual end of open
pr ostitu tio n and gambling in North Platte.

In his own

chara cte ristic and non-confrontational way,

Cros by was able
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to admonish his friends in the old city administration and
remind them of the need for better law enforcement,

while

still continuing to count them as friends.
In 1950 when Governor Val Peterson decided to seek a
third and final term,
campaign m a n a g e r . 104

he asked Crosby to serve as his state
This opportunity proved to be most

helpful in allowing him to lay the foundation for his own
campaign for governor two years later.
political observers,

For most state

it seemed obvious that Robert Crosby

was becoming the next rising young star in the Nebraska
political scene.
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CHAPTER 3
RUNNING FOR GOVERNOR
"There is no p er s o n in N eb r as k a who is a better student
of our state g o v e r n m en t than Bob Crosby,"

In July of 1951,

40-year- old Robert Crosby announced

his candidacy for the Republic an nomination for governor of
Nebraska.

His major opponent,

long,

and expensive p r im ary campaign,

hot,

in what would prove to be a
was Lincoln

Mayor Victor E. Anderson.

Former Governor Dwight Griswold

signaled his early support

for Crosby by stating that "he

has the required experience,

and he has both the strength

of character and intelligence to make a fine candidate and
splendid governor.

There is no person in Nebraska who is a

better student of our state government than Bob Crosby."10j
Crosby's running-mate was veter an state lawmaker,
J. Warner of Waverly,

Charles

who had been serving as lieutenant

governor under Governor Val Peterson.
Crosby opened his campai gn headquarters in the Federal
Securities Building in Lincoln,
Pansing,

and appointed Thomas

a former Lincoln Ci ty Councilman,

County campaign manager.
selection,

as Lancaster

It proved to be an interesting

since Pansing had worked to elect Victor
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Anderson for mayor.
publicly,
Crosby,

Nonetheless,

Pansing announced

"I am very enthusiastic in my support for Robert
10 6

even though I'm still one of Vic's friends."

Appearing before several Lincoln clubs in January of
1952,

Crosby spoke of his opposition to a state sales tax

as well as the need to lower the cost of state government
and reduce the number of state employees.

Pointing out

that there had been no reorganization of state
administration since 1919,

when 24 non-constit uti onal

commissions were consolidated into six departments,

Crosby

noted that the state's bureaucracy had again grown to 46
commissions and age nc ie s.107
Although Crosby bel iev ed that his chances in the
primary race were good because of his strong support
throughout the state,
campaign'schedule.

he committed himself to an active

Prior to the Republican pre-prima ry

convention held February 5,

1952,

in Omaha,

he worked hard

campaigning for the convention delegates from Lincoln and
Omaha.

Crosby enjoyed meeting people,

campaigning could be hectic at times,

and although
he never took himself

so seriously that he felt overwhelmed or exasperated.
Often making light of himself,

Crosby once had to interrupt

his campaign because of illness,

but noted that "people in
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general will welcome some relief from politics,

whatever

the c a u s e . " 108
After several months of hard campaigning,

his efforts

pa i d off as the convention voted to endorse both Crosby and
And e r s o n for the April 1st primary.

This double endorsement

was allowed if any candidate received more than 35 percent
of the delegate votes.

Crosby received the number one spot

on the ballot with 281 convention votes.

An de rs on received

the ne ces sary 35 percent with 173 votes.

Two other

gubernatorial nominees,
of Elgin,

Dr. A.D.

Walker and John G.

failed to receive any endorsement.

Donner

The Crosby

supporters were particul arl y jubilant over wi nni ng a
maj o r i t y of the delegate votes in both Lancaster and
Douglas counties.

In the U.S.

Senatorial pr e-p rimary race,

incumbent Hugh Butler and challenger Val Peterson also
received d o u b l e " e n d o r s e m e n t s .109
Shortly after Crosby filed for governor,
group of Aurora,

he told a

Nebraska businessmen that "he would

resolve to be entirely independent and free from any
obligati on to any group or faction,
appointment,

state or federal,

and promised no job or

to anyone.

Neither would he

make any commitment to any section of the state for any
special road or benefit,

saying that he was neither a rural
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nor a town candidate."110

He said,

if he were elected,

he

intended to represent all Nebraskans impartially.111

FIGURE 5
Crosby Campaign Literature
1952 Governor's Race

The race between Crosb y and Anderson was conducted
with little,

if any,

reference to personalities.

The

contest remained close throughout the campaign with both
candidates spending near record amounts of money.

Few if
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any philosophical differences surfaced between the two
candidates.

Perhaps the biggest issue to surface was the

curious question of whether North Platters or Lincolnites
were the better citizens and taxpay ers.112
campaign,

During the

Crosby stated that he disliked labels but that,

if he had to accept one,

he would prefer to be labeled a

"conservative Republican with all that label impl ies ."113
Crosby defeated Anders on in the April 1st primary by
over 27,000 votes.

Appro xi mat ely 220,000 Nebraska voters

turned out for the 1952 primary election,

with Republicans

holding more than a two to one lead over the state
Dem ocr ats.114

Crosby and Anderson both spent a historically

large amount of m on ey on the primary election.

Crosby's

pos t-election spending report to the state indicated that
he had spent $19,806 compared to Anderson's $21,689.
surpassed the previous high of $7,787.14

This

spent by Art

Weaver in the 1946 governor's primary electio n. 115

The

large amount of campaign spending prompted ma ny in the
state to propose spending limits for future ele c ti on s. 116
Walter R. Raecke of Central City won the Democratic
gubernatorial prima ry and wo uld oppose Crosby in the
November election.
friends,

Raecke and Crosby were longtime

having shared an office together while serving in
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the Nebraska Legislature.

Both had served as Speaker of

the legislature and each spoke highly of the other whenever
their names would come up during the c a m p a i g n . 117
result,

As a

the race for governor between the two candidates

became a model of restraint and mutual respect that avoided
any kind of personal animosity.
Crosby's campaign platform centered on a proposed
administrative reorganization of state government,
promised to improve efficiency and reduce costs.

that
He

proposed using a cabinet-style form of mee ti ng with
department heads to improve coordination and administrative
effectiveness.

Crosby emphasized the need to create a two-

year road plan and a state highway commission to address
the deplorable conditions of the state's highway system.
He called for an overhaul of the present system of property
tax assessments to correct the m a n y inequities that existed
throughout the state.

In the area of education,

Crosby

be li eved a State Board of Education should be established
to address teacher certification and school consolidation.
Yet he also— and,

perhaps,

contradictorily— bel iev ed all of

these issues were contingent on the need to "hold the line"
and curtail all unnec essary services of state government.

118
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The manner in which Crosby conducted his campaign for
governor appears to have had many similar characteristics
to that of his great-grandfather,
E.

Sheldon,

John H. Powers.

a noted Nebraska historian,

Addison

was a country

newspaper editor in 1890 when he commented on Powers'
speaking style before a Populist

(Peoples Party)

rally.

I came to have for this quiet, sunburned
farmer and country preacher the highest regard
I have ever had for any man.
He was not only a
student— he was a scholar in the wide realm of
literature, human history and government.
He
began his speeches in a very quiet key, with a
voice set upon its lower tones, yet distinctly
audible.
He spoke with clear logic, an earnest,
sympathetic emotion, rising to real bursts of
homespun eloquence.
He was one of the most
persuasive and effective campaigners I have ever
traveled with.
His character, even more than his
ability, made him the le ader...119
In like manner,

political observers often described

Crosby's speeches as sincere and forceful,
easily understood and articulated.

with words

The qu ali ty and variety

of his delivery was pleasant and yet intensely focused on
the su b je ct .120
Mindful of his youthful appearance,

Crosby often wore

blue serge suits to try to project a more m at ur e image
during his campaigning.

He spent hours behind the scene

studying and pa rle yi ng with friends on every idea he
advanced in the c a m p ai gn .121

Crosby enjoy ed the support of
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many of the state's leading newspapers who viewed him as
sincere and forthright.

The Ke ar ne y Da il y Hub noted,

"In

an era when the politically correct thing to do is to make
all the promises possible without being pinned down on
specific issues,

the North Platte attorney is inviting

pointed specific questions from his audiences...

Mr.

Crosby's explanation is that he would like to either win or
lose on p r i n c i p l e s . " 122

The Beatrice Times observed,

"As

long ago as 1942 he was marked as one of the bright hopes
of the Rep ublican Party.

His work in the state

organization was full of judgment and force."12'

In a

surprising change from previous state elections,

the

American Federation of Labor began circulating leaflets
supporting Cr osby for governor.

The Nebraska State

Federation of Labor had endorsed Democrat Raecke in his
previous bid for governor in 19 50 .124

Crosby's relatively

short experience in state government had already
established him with an enviable reputation and a broad
base of support.
The one thing Crosby disliked about campaigning was
the amount of time he had to be away from home.
absent from home,
every night.

While

he would telephone his wife Betty almost

Once,

having mis sed a football game where his
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son,

Robert,

had made a touchdown,

Cros by began telling his

constituents that after the election he had no intention of
continuing on the road.

He would attend,

he said,

state's knitting as well as his own fireside.

to the

Although

Crosby realized that the administrative duties would be
exacting and require a great portion of his time,
nevertheless wan ted to enjoy his family.

he

"My 16-year-old

boy and 12-year-old girl need my companionship at this time
in their lives," he insisted,

and "I would not want the

governorship to unr easonably interfere with as normal a
home life as the duties of that office p e r m i t . " 125
When Crosby moved back to North Platte following his
term as lieutenant governor,
learn to fly an airplane.

he used the opportunity to

A flight instructor friend who

owned and operated the Clinch Flying Service at the North
Platte airport taught him to fly orf a Cessna 17 0 s in gl e
engine airplane.

As Crosby began preparing for a possible

gubernatorial race,

he un derstood the advantage that air

travel could provide in his campaigning across the state.
Crosby never did own an airplane,

but could conveniently

rent one when needed from the North Platte airport.
careful and thorough,

Always

Crosby became a good pilot and took

friends and family on trips around the state ma ny times,
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often having to land on grassed runways at many small
Nebraska airports.

His wife,

were not fond of airplanes,

Betty,

and daughter,

Susan,

but young Robert thoroughly

enjoyed the flying adventures.
In the November 4,
Republican candidates,
D.

1952,

Nebraska election,

state

led by preside ntial candidate Dwight

Eisenhower who defeated Adlai Stevenson,

triumphed in a

nearly two to one victory over their opponents.

The

Republican landslide helped Crosby defeat Walter Raecke by
a 5 to 3 margin,

with Crosby receiving 366,009 votes to

Raecke's 229,700 votes.
93 counties.

Crosby won all but 6 of Nebraska's

Senator Hugh Butler easily won re-election to

a third term in the United States Senate,

while Dwight

Griswold won election to the short-te rm Senate seat vacated
by Senator Wherry.
representatives,
A.L.

Miller,

Nebraska's three incumbent Republican

Carl T. Curtis,

R.D.

Harrison,

and Dr.

were also returned to Washin gto n by

overwhelming m a r g i n s .127
The Crosby gubernatorial campaign had received total
contributions of $9671 which included $7700 from the state
Republican finance organization.

The report filed with the

state listed 28 individual contributors,
exceeding $200.

with none

This compared with the Raecke campaign
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that listed total contributions of $5702,
came from the State Democratic Party.
individual contributors was 187.128

of which $2000

The number of

Al tho ugh Crosby out-

spent Raecke by more than $3900 in the governor's race,
was

it

far less m on ey than he had spent in the primary race

against Victor Anderson.
Crosby's win gave the Republicans control of the
governor's office for the seventh consecutive term,

a

pe rio d exceeded only by the 24 years during which
Re publican governors held office from 1867 to 1891 .129

The

race between Crosby and Raecke did nothing to lessen the
friendship between the two old friends.

Raecke publicly

annou nce d after the election that Crosby "will make a
-1 O Q

wonderful Governor."
Governor-elect Crosby made his first

formal appearance

after the November election before a hometow n audience in
North Platte.

Speaking at a Chamber of Commerce banquet,

he told them he would serve the state with humility,

and

that "his hands were free,

as he had made no job commitment

to any man in Ne b r a s k a . " 131

Altho ugh Cro sby had focused on

the state highway problems as a dominant campaign issue,
p o in te d out that the state also had m ajor educational
problems.

He noted that Nebraska ranked lowest among the

he
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48 states in standards for certifying te ach ers.132
Education was a ma jor issue with Crosby throughout the
campaign.

He stated publicly that he was "keenly

disappointed by the inadequate statement on education in
the state Republican pla t f o r m . " 133
teacher certification standards,
distribution of school taxes,

He supported higher

more equitable

and higher teacher salaries.

A strong proponent for more school consolidation,

Cr osb y

often cited the fact that Nebraska had 6639 school
districts,

more than any state in the nation,

and that 26

percent of those rural districts operated no school at
a l l . 134
Crosby's campaign pla tf or m was typical of many
politicians running for office in that he continually
emphasized the need to reduce taxes and government spending
while still arguing for greater funding in some areas of
government.
G.

One of Crosby's most vocal critics,

Dr.

Eric

DeFlon of Chadron often point ed out this contradiction,

describing Crosby's pledge to lower taxes as deceitful and
"plain d e m a g o g u e r y ."135

The Chadron physician noted that

there had been no explanatio n as to how Nebraska
institutions could,

with fewer resources,

assume their full

responsibility to educate the state's youth and take care
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of the poor and afflicted.

DeFlon said it "requires little

courage and no political risks whatsoever to choose the
popular side and receive the hurrahs of the multitude.
None of this means your position is either right or
commenda bl e. "136

DeFlon cited the large number of people

waiting for care in state institutions,
salaries for public employees,

and the neglected condition

of the Nebraska College of M e d i c i n e . 137
convinced he could do both,

the disgrace of low

Crosby remained

through a reorganization of

state government and by establishing priorities.
Several weeks before his inauguration,

Governor-elect

Crosby boldly dec lared that he would take office with the
"fixed intention" to reduce the state property tax burden
by at least $1,173,000 a year for each of the next two
ye ar s.138

Crosby ackn ow le dg ed that such a vow might "impose

a severe restraint,on me that ma y become uncomfortable when
I encounter pleas from the spending agencies."
out,

however,

He pointed

that there is more involved in the tax issue

than "silly dollars."

Taxes at the federal,

state,

and

local level were going up faster than the real income of
the people,

and the consequences,

favorable climate for f r e e d o m . //139

Crosby said,

"are not a
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Nebraska,

like most other states in the postwar era,

faced increased demands from its citizens for public
services,

particul arl y in the area of transportation and

education.

The state's highway system at the end of the

war was in critical condition,

wholly unsuited to meet the

growing demands of increased automobile traffic.

The

entire school system had become inadequate to meet the
demands of the increasing number of children of the Baby
B o o m . 140

Returning servicemen were taking advantage of the

benefits of the G.I.

Bill and entering the University of

Nebraska and state colleges in record numbers.

These new

realities required greater public funding for services and
consequently more tax money.

Nebraska's chief source of

revenue had long been the propert y tax,

and those upon whom

this burden fell began to protest that the tax system was
u n f a i r . 141

Understandably,

voters appeare d to approve

Crosby's promise to reduce the size of state government and
reduce the taxes that had escalated in the past decade.
The reality of these ever-increasing taxes would soon
become the single most confound ing issue facing the new
Crosb y administration.
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CHAPTER 4
GOVERNOR CROSBY
"Restraint

is the watc hw o r d. "

Crosby ann ounced in his inaugural address before the
Nebraska Legislature on January 8, 1953,

"I regard the

proper role of state government in 1953 as being one of
re s t raint. ,/142

In clear and easily understood language,

Crosby set the tone for his new administration,

by

explaining:
By 'restraint7 I mean this:
only the essential
services of the state government should be
maintained, and that must be done with the
least outlay of money and manpower. Any savings
of tax money and employment hours that we can
manage belong first to individual men and women,
each of whom would rather make his own way by
his own effort.
During my own campaign of
last year I felt fright at the number of people
who have come to look on government as our main
hope for bringing happiness, self-respect, and
material welfare to people.
This is a sad fallacymore sad because it has entrapped the minds of men
so oft en.143
An editorial in the Omaha World-Herald observed that when
it came to specific issues,

Crosby did not propose

indiscriminate slashing of budgets,

but suggested

thoughtful and practical recommendations that the
legislature might consider.

In his typical conciliatory
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approach the new governor said,
consolidate activities.
let us reorganize.

"Where possible,

let us

Where reorganization is indicated,

Slowly,

reasonably,

one item at a time

let us try to make the bureaucracy which has grown up in
Lincoln more orderly,

mor e efficient,

and less co st ly." 144

From left;
Betty, Susan, Mr. and Mrs. Mainard Crosby,
and son Robert attending the
Governor's swearing in ceremony

Source:

FIGURE 6
Crosby Family Album

Outgoing Governor Val Peterson had left the
legislature with his pr op osed budget for 1953-55 of a
record $173,580,066.

Crosby soon replaced it with his own

budget proposal of $166,37 9,614.

This reduced budget,

ba sed on the current assess ed propert y valuations,

was

est imated to require a state tax levy of only 4.75 mills,
compared to the previous

5.88 m i l l s . 145
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Crosby's intention to reorganize the state government
had relatively good support from state senators of the
Fifty-sixth Legislative Session.
House,

The new Speaker of the

Senator Charles Tvrdik of Omaha,

conservative,

long regarded as a

seemed we ll -disposed toward the new

Governor's call for restraint.

However,

State Senator

Terry Carpenter of Scottsbluff expressed reservations about
the Governor's plan of reorganization and later po sition ed
himself as one of the primary critics of Crosby's
"restraint" policy.

Letters and personal telephone calls

to the governor's office were overwhelmingly in support of
Crosby's efforts for reduced state g o v e r nme nt .146
Crosby,
Susan,

his wife Betty,

and children Robert M. and

along with their dog Prince, moved again from North

Platte back to Lincoln.

The family made their new home in

the Governor's Mans ion located at 1445 H Street.
Initially,

young Robert remained in North Platte,

staying

with his Cro sby grandparents to finish his junior year in
high school,

and then joined his family in the summer.

Both Susan and Robert attended Cathedral High School in
Lincoln.
The Crosbys w or ke d hard to see that their children led
normal lives and tried to attend as many of their school
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activities as they could.

Daughter Susan remembers the

stay in Lincoln as being a "fun" experience.

147

N ebraska’s new fir s t fa m ily , Bob J r., M u ffs, Susan and the Governor and the B oxer.
in the G overnor’s office is not going to" m ake Bob Crosby desert his fireside.
FIGURE 7
S ource:
Omaha World-Herald Magazine, January 4, 1953,

Being

p.4-G

On ma ny occasions classmates came to the mansion for dances
after school.

Cro sb y insisted that his children receive no

special treatment and remain "common school kids."

Church

attendance was man d a t o r y for the entire family every
Sunday.

Crosby did not discuss politics when home with his
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family and always tried to give the children his un div id ed
a t t e n t i o n .148

■.t^nrm n:

Crosby family on front porch of Governor's mansion.
From left: Cora Mae (Crosby's mother), son Robert,
Betty, Governor Crosby, Susan, and Delbert Housman
(groundkeeper on work release from the state penitentiary).
FIGURE 8
Source: Crosby Family Album

Betty gr ac io us ly fulfilled her duty as the First Lady
of Nebraska and supported Crosby in his ma ny political and
social obligations.

In January of 1954, Mrs.

the statewide Mothers'
March of Dimes,

March on Polio,

Crosby headed

sponsored by the

in the fight against infantile p a r a l y s i s . 149

For the most part,

however,

she dedicated herself to

m ai nt ain ing the family home and provided for the children's
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needs during the times that Crosby's responsibilities

kept

him away from hom e. 150
Crosby began his term as Governor in 1953 with strong
popular support.

Nebraska was enjoying a growing postwar

economy even though the state's po pulation of 1,325,000 had
grown only slightly from the 1940 census.

Although the

number of farms and rural population in the state continued
to decline,

job opportunities in new ma nu fa ctu ring

industries and businesses began to develop in the more
urban areas of the state.

Omaha and Lincoln led this

expansion with growing new suburbs that pushed city limits
further into the countr yside. 151
Federal conservation projects initiated by the U.S.
Ar my Corps of Engineers had helped expand irrigation,
control,

power generation,

Missouri River Basin.

flood

and navigation throughout the

The Harlan County Dam had recently

been completed on the Republican River,

greatly expanding

power generation and irrigation potential in southwestern
Nebraska.

By the time Crosby became governor,

irrigated

acres in Nebraska had almost doubled from the 873,960 acres
in 1945 .152

The state's agriculture was enjoying relative

prosperity,

with irrigation and favorable rainfall helping
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increase grain and livestock production to near record
levels.
Oil and gas fields in the panhandle and southern part
of Nebraska also bega n to add to the expanding economy of
the state.
headquarters

Offutt Airbase in Bellevue had become
for the Strategic Air Command,

the United

States Air Force's long-range bombing and missil e strike
force,

and was supported by several thousand mil it ary and

civilian e m p l o y e e s . 153

The state was experiencing a period

of unpre ced ented prosperity,

boding well for the young new

Governor.
Crosby began the selection of people to serve the new
administration by naming 38-year-old Max A.
fellow lawyer from Fairbury,
assistant.

Denney,

a

Nebraska as his administrative

Act ive in the state Republican Party,

Denney

had been Crosby's campaign manager in the gubernatorial
r a c e . 154

Al thou gh Crosby filled most of the top statehouse

positions with his own appointments,

he did retain some of

the former officeho lder s he thought would be helpful to his
new administration.

A m o n g those retained was State

Engineer Harold L. Aitken,

who became important in

supporting Crosby's efforts to upgrade and increase funding
for the State Roads Department.

Crosby bel ieved that
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Nebraskans would accept reductions in some state agencies
in order to fulfill his campaig n promise to improve
Nebraska highways.

Insisting that there would be no

"political" roads built,

Crosby early on called for a

bipartisan highway commission to help formulate general
road policies for the state.
With a well-planned agenda and a talented
administrative staff,
forward.
old,

Crosby was ready to move the state

His ill-fated adm ini st ra ti on was only one day

however,

when it was con fro nt ed with its first major

political challenge.
State Supreme Court,

On January 9,

1953,

the Nebraska

in a unanimous decision,

handed down a

ruling requiring the equaliza tio n of all property tax
assessments within the state.

Gross inequities had arisen

over the years between Nebraska counties and between farm
and city property assessments.

For example,

farmland in

Pawnee County was assessed at 56% of market value,

while

similar land in Lincoln C ou nt y was assessed at 29% of
market value.

City proper ty in Saline County was assessed

at 37% of actual value,

while city property in Lincoln

County was assessed at 14% of actual value.

Obviously,

the

variation in tax rates al lowed some taxpayers to pay less
than others in county and state pr op er ty t ax es .155
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The issue was eventually brought before the State
Supreme Court in 1953 in Laflin v. State Board of
Equalization and A s s e s s m e n t r when a landowner named Lewis
E.

Laflin noticed that his farmland in Johnson County was

assessed at a higher rate than similar land in surrounding
counties.

Laflin had already appeared before the State

Board of Equalization in July of 1952 and asked for relief
for all Johnson County landowners.

The State Board, made

up of the Governor as Chairman and four constitutional
officers,

refused to grant him relief,

to the State Supreme Court,
Court's opinion stated that:

and so he appealed

who upheld his argument.

The

(1) the state constitution

required all tangible property to be taxed uniformly,

and

(2) the laws of Nebraska required all tangible property to
be assessed at its actual v a l u e . 156
did not respond,

Again,

the State Board

and so Laflin returned to the State

Supreme Court to ask that the State Board be cited for
contempt of court.

The High Court conc urred and issued a

citation to each member of the Equ alization Board to show
cause for their refusal to comply.

On l y then did the State

Board of Equalization reduce the a ss ess ed value of Johnson
Cou nty land to the state av e r a g e . 157

The statewide average

for farm real estate at the time was es timated by the
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Nebraska Tax Co mmi ssioner to be about 35% of actual value,
town real estate about 22%,
about 75%,

cattle about 75%,

business merchandise about 29%,

automobiles

and household

goods and equipment about 17%.158
The high court ruling set in motion two years of
intense politi cal discourse among Crosby,
and the state's taxpayers.

the Legislature,

Complying with the court's

mandate and correcting the inequities in the tax system
became a lengthy and formidable challenge.

The political

fallout that followed was immediate and vicious,

as it

meant that almost every real estate owner in the state was
hit with an increase in taxes.

Although the Nebraska

Supreme Court had forced the state to address the tax
issue, most of the public ire would eventually be directed
at one man,

Governor Robert Cr osb y.159

Initially conv inc ed that the existing assessment laws
were adequate,

Crosby believed there needed to be only a

"determined executi on " of the laws.160

However,

as the tax

issue began unfolding and taking center stage in the
Nebraska Legislature,

Crosby soon realized the complex

nature of the inequities and sought to resolve the state's
tax dilemma.
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Throughout the early weeks of the legislative session,
Senator Terry Carpenter had become one of the chief critics
of Crosby's budget restraints.

Attacking the "cheapness of

Nebraska government" reflected in Crosby's reduced budget,
Carpenter publicly referred to the people of Nebraska as
"stupid" because "they don't approach the pro bl em in the
terms of state n e e d . " 161

He called the governor's defense

of the proposed budget "wordy,

ineffective platitudes" and

accused Crosby of giving Nebraskans "nursery rhymes
everyone wants to believe are true."162
new session,

Five weeks into the

Carpenter sarcastically offered a resolution

stating that,

"because of Crosby's determined effort to

take personal res ponsibility for an austere budget that the
great majority of the people seem to support,

the

legislature should therefore adopt the governor's
appropriation bills and adjourn sine die".
resolution ended in defeat,

The derisive

with only five of Carpenter's
1 r n

colleagues supporting his effort.
The outspoken Carpenter took particular exception to
Crosby's budget which reduced state highway funding from
the previous state budget by 12 million dollars.
response,

Crosby's

which avoided any personal and open

confrontation,

calmly cited Nebraska as having the nation's
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highest property taxes and questioned whether taxpayers
could pay more.

He po in ted out that the highway funds,

whic h relied on a state gasoline tax,

had been reduced by a

1950 referendum that lowered the gasoline tax by a penny
and eliminated certain license fees.

Crosby believed it

unwise to make up the shortfall with property tax revenues
until the legislature could address the fuel tax a g a i n . 164
A l t h o u g h the political clashes between Carpenter and the
Governor over the state budget continued throughout his
governorship,

Crosby refrained from ever publicly maki ng an

issue of their differences.
In early February,

Crosby appeared before the

legislature to request legislation aimed at complying with
the Supreme Court mandate.

A proposed legislative bill had

already been introduced to set the state valuation of all
pro pe rty at 50 percent of its actual value.

Crosby asked

the legislature for quick action before the March 10th
deadline when county assessors were required to make their
pr op er ty tax assessment for the coming year.

Specifically,

Crosby supported three bills that would give the state
boar d of equalization some dir ection in policy.

LB 272

pr ovid ed that all pr op erty be assessed at only 50 percent
of actual value;

LB 302 p r ov id ed for an annual valuation of
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all pro pe rty rather than every two years;

and LB 8 9 would

limit collection by taxing bodies to not more than 5
percent above what was collected the previous year.

Crosby

believ ed that it would be confusing and impractical to
raise valuations up to 100 percent for the current year in
the absence of legislative action,

and then have to reduce

them to some lower level again in 1954.165
The issue of tax assessments soon dev eloped into an
extremely complicated dilemma for both the governor and the
legislature.
assessments,

Because of the wide range in valuations and
which had been neither at full value nor

un iform among the counties,

whatever corrective legislation

the senators chose to implement would result in some
taxpayers paying more and some taxpayers paying less in
taxes.
A ft er weeks of debate and Senator Carpenter's various
attempts to kill the bills,

LB 272 and LB 302 were passed

by the legislature on March 5, 1953.
however,

LB 272,

The next day,

the 50 percent assessment measure,

was

brought up for reconsideration and debated again after
several key senators began having second thoughts.

Senator

Dwight Burney of Har tington called it "the most disastrous
piece of legislation that could pass in this

L e g i s l a t u r e . " 166

Nevertheless,

after one and a half hours

of debate the bill was passed and sent to the governor for
his signature.

There had been much debate and confusion

over the effects of LB 272 and LB 302.

The hoped-for

solutions to the state's tax problems were to remain
elusive,

however,

as no one could be sure how this

legislation would actually play out in the reassessment
process.

There were man y senators who agreed with State

Senator C.C.
before,

Lillibridge when he said,

"If we had confusion

we've got chaos now."167

After numerous meetings with the State Assessors
Association,
commissioner,

county assessors,

and the state tax

Crosby himself began to have second thoughts

about the legislation,

and came to believe that it ma y have

created more problems than it solved,

and would require

massive revisions of state statutes.

On March 31,

a highly unusual move,

1953,

in

Crosby reversed his support of the

new tax legisla tio n and called on the legislature to repeal
LB 272 and LB 302.

Citing several instances where the new

laws would create unwarranted increases in certain
cl ass ific at io n of property such as livestock,
equipment,

and automobiles,

farm

the Governor became convi nc ed

that the recently pa sse d laws were not going to accomplish

IS

their intended purpose.

Many county assessors around the

state argued that they could not possibly make fair
assessments in such a short time.168

Critics of Crosby's

surprise tu rn-around concluded that it was Omaha and
Lincoln business interests that had persu ad ed the governor
to ask for a repeal of the new legisl ati on.169
Crosby did admit that he had conferred with Douglas
and Lancaster Cou nt y tax officials who told him they could
not possibly comply with the new laws in time,

but it was

not the direct cause of his "change of heart. ,,17°
insisted that the decision had not been sudden,

He

but rather

had resulted from "a growing uneasiness" about implementing
the new legislation.

State Tax Commissioner Norris

Anderson had determi ned that the state would have to double
its field staff to insure compliance if the laws were
retained.

Crosby reasoned that the primary burden of

collecting taxes still rested with local county officials
and not the State Board of Equalization,

and that tax

assessments could still be administered satisfacto ril y
under the existing la w. 171

In the end,

however,

after

exhaustive charges and counter-charges regarding the
consequences of the two bills,

the legislature refused
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Crosby's recommendation to repeal the new tax assessment
laws.
The debate over what the governor and the legislature
should do to help counties comply with the Court mandate
became a no-win situation.

Many senators,

doubts as to the effectiveness of LB 272
reluctant to repeal

who may have had
and LB 302,

the laws for fear of making the

legislature look foolish for its indecision.
Carpenter,

were

who had opposed the laws all along,

the state's dilemma

when he said,

pr oblem there is no

answer to.

Senator
summed up

"We are faced with a

We can't

pass a law which

will do what we de s i r e . " 172
Crosby believed his change of mi nd had been correct.
Several studies had revealed the likelihood of real estate
tax increases for most Nebraskans if the laws were
permitted,to stand.

He said he had received letters and

telephone calls from worried citizens from all over the
state with real concerns over increased property t axe s. 173
Although it was a short-term embarrassment to reverse his
stand and appear indecisive,

Crosby no doubt understood

that he could also benefit pol itically by opposing the new
tax laws,
taxes.

thereby def lecting any of the blame for raising

Throughout the legislative session,

Crosby felt that

his relationship with the senators remained "excellent."
Despite the fact that the lawmakers had rejected some of
his requests and all of his reorganization bills,
not consider their opposition as a re b u f f . 174

he did

Although

taxes took center stage during most of the legislative
session in 1953,

the Crosby administration did initiate

several new significant programs.
Fulfilling his campaign promise,

Crosb y appointed a

seven-member State Advis ory Highway Com missio n to help
review studies and establish policies to update the state
highway system.

Even that effort became politically

complica ted as several members of the Highw ay Commission
became involved with road relocation and engineering
i s sue s. 175

Crosby insisted that the "sufficiency rating

system" developed by the Department of Roads be followed t
remove the political pressures from a sound road policy.
This rating procedure established a p r i or it y for
constr uct ion projects based upon the physical condition,
safety,

and the economic contributions a section of road

pr ov id ed to the state highway system.176
made difficult to follow,

It was a policy

as road delegations from the

various parts of the state continued to call upon the
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governor for favors.

Crosby's determination to bu ild no

"political highways" often created tensions among ma ny of
his supporters,
Platte.

par ti cularly those from his native North

A major controversy occurred over the pro po se d

relocation and hard surfacing of Highway 83 west of North
Platte.

Federal funds for the project had bee n delay ed for

one year because of the omission of some proper legal
word ing in a newly revised state statute.

Nort h Platte and

other nearby communities felt they had been n e g l ec te d long
enough,

and that Crosby had the power to solve their

p r obl em by transferring funds away from other highw ay
projects toward their ow n . 177

Crosby refused to do so

because it would violate the sufficiency rating process
that he had worked so hard to implement.

A critical

editorial in the North Platte Telegraph— Bulletin desc rib ed
his refusal to compromise as stubborn and unfair,

and asked

if their native son was "penalizing his h o m e t o w n . " 178
Early in Crosby's administration,

State H i ghw ay

Department Director Harold Aiken resigned to take a
p os iti on with the Federal Civil Defense Admi n i s t r a t i o n in
Washington,

D.C.

Aiken had helped develop the suf ficiency

rating concept for the Department of Roads that Cro sby so
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actively supported-

L. N. Ress,

Aiken's chief deputy,

was

soon chosen by the governor to fill the v a c a n c y . 179
As the demand for improved highways
continued to develop,

in Nebraska

the 1953 Legislature established a

State Turnpike Board to begin studying the possibility of
building a turnpike across the state.
along with Oklahoma and Kansas,
in toll road construction.
board,

Man y eastern states,

had already become involved

Crosby ap pointed a three-member

chaired by Raymond McGrath of Omaha,

to begin

studying the feasibility of such a p r o p o s a l . 180
state appropriations,
could accomplish.

Lacking any

there was little the Turnpike Board

Its function soon ended when it became

apparent that Congress was beginning to develop the
proposed interstate highw ay system.

Passage of the Federal

Aid Highway Act of 1956 pr ovide d federal aid to states for
90 percent of the cost of interstate road construction.
Nebraska opened the first stretch of the new Interstate 80
highway between Omaha and Linco ln on August 11,

1961,

and

eventually extended it to 478 miles across the length of
the sta te.181
In 1953 Crosby signed a bill to raise the state's
gasoline tax from 5 cents a gal lo n to 6 cents.

The much-

needed infusion of funds exceeded the governor's initial
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budget request and allowed the state to accelerate road
construction work.

Crosby had indicated earlier that if

the size of the state budget was boosted by increased
highway taxes,

he would not be di s t u r b e d . 182

Federal funds

were becoming more available to supplement maintenance of
many of the state's highways.
began to expand,

As the Nebraska road program

so did the political pressure on Crosby

and the legislature.

During the 1953 Legislative Session,

a controversial trucking bill,

LB 114,

was passed to allow

greater overweight tolerances on state highways.

Believing

that it would increase constr uct ion and maintenance costs,
Crosby vetoed the bill.

Of the eight bills that the

Governor vetoed during the Session,
over-ridden by the l a w m a k e r s . 183
required a three-fifths majority,

it was the only veto

A successful over-ride
or 26 votes,

of the 43-

member legislature.
When the record 113-day legislative session ended on
June 12,

1953,

senators had pa s s e d a record-setting budget

of $194,776,039 for the two years starting July 1.

It was

a 12 percent increase over the previous budget in 1952.

A

record 595 legislative bills were introduced in the
unicameral,

with a record setting 369 laws ena cte d.184

all of Crosby's talk and efforts to restrain government

For
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spending,

the legislature had the final say.

budget bill,

The enormous

having been passed by unanimous vote,

was

bey on d the reach of any possible veto.
Although the budget far exceeded the one pr opo sed by
the governor,

Crosby remained supportive of the lawmakers

when he told them it had been "one of the most constructive
legislative sessions in my re col lecti on ." 185

He noted that

the senators had faced man y controversial issues that
previous sessions had ducked.

Crosby cited a new half-mill

tax to place the teacher retirement system on a sound
financial footing and the quarter-mill tax for building
construction at the University Nebraska Medical College.
The record-high state budget,

accepted by a governor

who only five months earlier had insisted on "restraint"
government spending,

in

presents an intriguing study in

Crosby's political flexibility and pragmatism.

Alth oug h

there seems to be a contradiction in his positions on state
spending,

one must acknowledge the increased power and

a ut hority that the Nebraska non-partisan legislature had in
setting the budget.
senators,
decisions.

There were,

in fact,

43 independent

with no political party discipline,
The familiar adage,

making the

"the govern or ma y propose,

but the legislature will dispose," is a political reality.
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As a former legislator,

Crosby underst ood this,

and

resigned himself to the fact that a governor's influence on
the budget is limited.

His efforts to reorganize state

agencies to reduce cost were rejected by the legislature.
Crosby's proposal to transfer some state financial
responsibilities to the counties and close the Home for
Unwed Mothers and the Trade School at Mi lfor d met with
strong opposition.

Of the nine measures Crosby proposed,

none were a c c e p t e d . 187
From the very beg inning of the legislative session the
strong personal ity of Senator Terry Carpenter helped thwart
many of Crosby's lower budget r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s .

The

unanimous support given to the record state appropriations
indicated that Carp enter was not alone in his reluctance to
cut state services during the time of an exp anding state
economy.
Crosby's nature had always been one of a "peacemaker."
Ac kn ow le dgin g that he differed with Car penter on ma n y
issues,

he bel ie ved that he still had m ai ntain ed "pleasant

relations" with the Se na to r. 188

Throughout his political

career Crosby remaine d non-confrontational,

but always

secure in his own unde rsta ndi ng of what was right and
wrong.

The abili ty to get along with people made him
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effective in seeking compromise and getting things done.
However,

it is obvious that Crosby could not persuade the

Nebraska Legislature that it was "a time of restraint" in
state government.

Crosby accepted the state budget without

criticizing it, an indication that his staunch conservatism
ma y have begun to evolve toward accepting a more moderate
role for state government.

It was not in Crosby's

character to veto a bill that would likely be overridden
just to make "political hay" and prove a point.
For Crosby the hi gh wa y bills enacted during the
legislative session were major accomplishments.

Nebraska

had a record year for highw ay construction in 1954.
than $16 million in contracts were awarded,
$8.8 million in 1953.
fees,

compared to

Higher gasoline taxes and license

along with inc reased federal dollars,

expanded fun di ng .189

More

provided this

A new Highway Advisory Commission,

up by the 1953 legislature and appointed by Crosby,

set

was

designed to help solve some of the State Highway
Department's pol itical problems.

However,

some members of

the commission conti nued to criticize the governor for
refusing to alter his support for the sufficiency rating
system,

which they called " un de moc rat ic."190
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As was the case with most other Americans,

Nebraskans'

dependence on their automobiles continued to grow during
Crosby's years in office.
state's highways,

As traffic increased on the

death and bodily injury began to increase

at an alarming rate.

Crosby urged increased funding for

the State Patrol and relief for the Patrol from the duties
of operating the newly-au tho rized weigh scales in the state
and issuing drivers licenses.
dramatically in 1953,
1950.191

Traffic fatalities increased

rising to 343 compared to 306 in

Concerned over this distressing trend,

Crosby

chaired the Governor's First Annual Safety Conference in
May of 1954 to help draw att ention to the mounting highway
accidents and d e a t h s . 192
Another of Crosby's goals during the session was to
advance a school redistricting bill.
failed,

Although his efforts

he continued to raise the issue throughout his term

as governor.

Speaking before the Governor's Lay Conference

on Education in January of 1954,

Crosby stated that

redistricting would not only make better schools but lower
the cost to the taxpayer.

Citing the fact that Nebraska

had 6041 school districts,

the most of any state in the

nation,

he continued to push for some initial steps towards

consolidation.

Crosby often pointed out that one of the
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obstacles in the school redistricting effort included the
lack of adequate highways in the s ta te .193
The decade of the 1950s brought eve r-increasing social
changes that required a greater need for public services.
Public assistance for the elderly became a growing concern
for county and state government.

State funds budgeted for

old-age assistance and child welfare were $22,827,752 for
the 1943-44 bie nnium compared to $42,478,620

in 1951-52.

With returning mil it ar y servicemen taking advantage of the
G.I.

Bill,

the enrollment of the Univers ity of Nebraska and

the state colleges grew from a total of 18,420 in 1944 to
29,341 in 1950. 194

The biennium budget for the University

and state teachers colleges grew from $9,745,869 in 1943-44
to $33,036,030 in 1951-52.

Total state biennial

appropriat ion s for 1943-44 were $63,507,557 compared to
$165, 597, 990 in 195 1-5 2.195
As television became a reality in more Nebraska homes,
the University of Nebraska petitioned the Federal
Communications Commission in 1951 to reserve a UHF channel
for noncommercial use.

Crosby supported the development of

a statewide Nebraska educational te levision system by
creating a State Educational Television Committee in July
of 1953.

Early recommendations made by the committee led
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to the University of Nebraska's development and operation
of Channel 12, which began in November of 1954 as an
educational television station and later became Nebraska
Public T elev is io n. 196
On September 27,

1953,

Crosby helped dedicate the new

Nebras ka State Historical Society building at 1500 R
Street,

near the University campus in Lincoln.

Built by

private donations and excess revenue from a state school
levy fund,
$600,000,

the new air-conditioned repository cost nearly
and was pre sented to the Governor for the people

of the State of N e b r a s k a . 197
the direction of Dr.

The Historical Society,

James C. Olson,

under

had finally fulfilled

a dream since the organization's founding in 1878,

to build

a new headquarters and center for the state's archives.

nq o

It was another example of the state accepting and funding
public services in non-traditional areas.
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CHAPTER 5
OPERATION HONESTY
"What m an n e r of le ad er sh ip is this for our sons and daughters?"

In the early stages of the propert y tax debate,
initial efforts were centered on equalizing real estate tax
assessments.

As the governor and the legislature grappled

with this issue,

it soon became obvious that real estate

taxes would increase significantly for many landowners.
State and county tax collections for 1953 proved to
substantiate this concern.

Fearing this shift in taxes,

Crosby urged citizens and assessors to make "a full return
of personal proper ty so real estate owners won't be taxed
unjustly.''199

Following the legislative session,

Crosby

began focusing on the administration of the new tax laws
during the summer.

He had assured the lawmakers that,

chairman of the State Equalization Board,

as

he would do all

in his power to see that property assessments were
equalized between counties.

Crosby said he would

per son ally "rap officials in some counties for del iberately
dis obeying the new 50 percent law."200

Referring

spe cifically to Douglas and Lancaster counties,

the

governor indicated that if the new law was not followed the
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State Equalization Board would demand that corrections be
ma d e . 201

Crosby stated his det ermination to conduct a

summer campaign to focus public attention on what he called
"radical and unbelievable property inequalities within
Nebraska."202
said,

Citizens must be informed of this issue,

he

"because men in state office have not wanted to talk

about i t ."203
As chairman of the Board of Equalization,

Crosby

claimed full responsibility for complying with the
Constitution of the state and its laws.

He insisted that

"at no time have I nor will I try to pass the buck to
someone else,

such as the other members of the board or the

Legislature."204

For Crosby,

it was a matter of justice,

and he began preparing for a political fight that would
come to define his administration.
With the legislature out of regular session until
1955,

Crosby embarked on a plan to help better balance the

tax burden between real estate and personal property.
Because real estate was assessed by county officials and
personal property was self-assessed by the owner,

real

estate picked up a disproportionate share of the load.

In

an effort to "carry out the full spirit of the law" Crosby
initiated "Operation H o n e s t y , " a pr og ra m to encourage
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Nebraskans to be honest in reporting their personal
pr op er ty holdings and valuations.

On No vem be r 20,

1953,

Crosby announced his plan to begin a statewide campaign to
address major taxpayer inequities before the next
assessment date on March 10,
the people of Nebraska,

1954.

In a stirring appeal to

the governor as ke d that all

citizens uphold the integrity of the Con st it ut io n by using
honor and honesty in making their tax re tu rns.205
If Nebraskans had winked at the real estate tax
assessments through the years,
personal property tax.

they had guffawed at the

Few people rep or ted all of their

personal property as required by law.

In Omaha,

a

violinist in the symphony orchestra rep ort ed no violin,
furrier no furs,
jewelry,

a camera dealer no camera,

a

a jeweler no

the manager of a television station no TV set.

? r\ cl

Little could be done about it because of the difficulty of
enforcing the law.

Farmers in two w e st er n counties

reported 61,853 head of livestock,

but no hay or grain.

Crosby believe d that if all personal p r o p e r t y was reported
honestly,

real estate taxes could be re du ce d by 25

901

percent.

Crosby also argued that most of the tax increases
throughout the state were due to increa sed spending by
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local governments.

He point ed out that two-thirds of

Omaha's tax increase for example,

came from higher budgets

from the City of Omaha and the local school district.
said that the state could do nothing about that,
a local problem.
continued,

He

as it was

The other one-third of the increase,

he

resulted from the "fantastically" low assessment

of personal property,

both household and business.

said that "as Governor,

Crosby

I am humiliated at the amazing

examples in inadequate personal proper ty returns that can
be reci ted." 208

In some counties the average assessment

schedule for household furnishings and equipment above the
$200 exemption was as high as $127.50.
it was as low as $11.68.

In other counties

The State Tax Commissioner

estim at ed only about half of the business merch an dis e and
equipment in the state was assessed in 1953.
t h a t N e b r a s k a did not need new tax laws,

Crosby argued

but only officials

and taxpayers working together to carry out the current
laws of the state.

The governor frankly asked,

"What

manner of leadership is this for our sons and da u g h t e r s ? " 205
Prepared to devote whatever time and effort it
required,

Crosby began a campaign to take "Operation

Honesty" to nearly every county in the state.
necessary,

he warned,

If

he would "seek the application of
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full penalties against taxpayers who file false returns
next year"— penalties,

he reminded his listeners,

that could

be as high as a $2000 fine and 14 years in jail.210
The program immediately began to draw criticism from
almost every part of the state.
Carpenter,

State Senator Terry

chief among the critics of "Operation H o n e s t y , "

bluntly said,

"It st in ks. "211

Lancaster County A t t o rn ey

Frederick Wagener said he thought Crosby's methods
constituted "a piece of flamboyant political
p u b l i c i t y . . .maintained to divert the public's attention
from the real nature of the tax problem and the lack of an
adequate tax pro g r a m . " 212
fairy tale."

Others called it a "first-class

Most critics of the governor's program did

not condemn Crosby for his efforts to promote honesty,
thought that the campaign was naive and,
successful,

but

even if

would fall short of remedying the underlying

tax probl em of the state.

For years,

ma ny state senators

and agricultural interests had unsuccessf ully attempted to
introduce a sales tax in the state to reduce the prope rt y
tax on farmland and livestock.

Feeling an undue burden,

Nebraska farmers routinely emptied their feed yards and
grain bins at year-end,
on their inventory.

213

in an effort to avoid paying taxes
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In spite of the criticism,

however,

the vast majori ty

of letters sent to Crosby's office during "Operation
Honesty" were supportive of his program.

A personal letter

from a Hastings accountant shared with Crosby the dilemma
of his profession.

The accountant said that although he

tried to serve his clients as best he could,

he had to tell

them now that he could no longer fill out their tax
schedules except as pre s cr ib ed by law.

He reported that

every one of his clients followed their own conscience and
were now telling him to report only correct figures to the
assessors.

The letter ended with compliments to Crosby for

doing a great job under difficult cir cumstanc es. 214
Almost everywhere Crosby went,

he was greeted with an

initial hostility that slowly turned to warmth.
everyone admitted that he meant well.

Nearly

Nowhere was there

more embarrassing crit ic ism than in Crosby's hometown of
North Platte,

where real estate tax assessments increased

more than 207 percent.

The increase also affected Crosby,

as the taxes on his home in North Platte more that
double d.215

Nevertheless,

the governor continued to

maintai n that honest tax assessments were the only right
solution to the tax p r o b l e m and he wor ke d hard to explain
the importance of equalization.

In a series of open
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letters to his lifelong friends and neighbors,

published in

the North Platte Telegraph-Bulletin from October 12 through
October 21,

1953,

Crosby presented his arguments and

provided examples of how the equalization of tax
assessments were critical requirements for a fair tax
system.

Facing the issue head-on,

"hometown folks" on October 21,

he appeared before 1500

1953,

to confront his

critics and explain the intent of "Operation Honesty."
meeting ended in appreciative applause,

The

with a reporter

noting that "North Platte knows deep down that Governor
Crosby is right;
Sutton,

it's just a hard pill to swallow."216

Nebraska newspaperman How ar d C. Sutton called

Crosby's program a "pound of flesh" idea that takes the
citizen's last penny of value for ever-increasing taxes.
Sutton had examined the governor's

1953 personal property

tax return of $613 and suggested that Crosby had not fully
reported the full value of his own assets.
Crosby,

In response,

describing his financial circumstances as

"moderate," presented an item-by-item listing of what he
owned to the state's newspapers. 217

Both the North Platte

Telegraph-Bulletin and the Lincoln E v e n i n g Journal reviewed
Crosby's tax return and determ ined that it was accurate.
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Following an address to the Nebraska Society of Public
Ac cou nta nt s in Lincoln in December 1953,

Crosby was

ap pla uded and presented an electric lantern with a sign
reading,

"A modern Diogenes in search of an honest ma n . " 218

Diogenes was an ancient Greek philosopher who went around
with a lighted lantern at midday searching for an honest
man.

Interestingly,

an honest man,

it may not have been Crosby who found

but the citizens of Nebraska who found one.

On January 15,

1954,

Robert Crosby formally launched

his "Operation Honesty" in a speech in the Senate Chamber
of the Capitol to a mass meeting of state employees,
Appendix,

p.

131)

(see

The overflow crowd heard the governor

explain the need for honest personal property returns so
that real estate taxes could be reduced.

He requested that

all state employees sign pledges to "make a full report of
all my personal property for tax purposes," and wear a
badge with the words "Operation Honesty" on it.

Crosby's

taped speech was sent to radio stations throughout the
state.

The entire Nebraska congressional delegation

resp on de d with letters of support and enc ouragement.219
By the middle of March 1954,
miles,

made 7 9 hour-long speeches,

30,000 buttons and pledge cards.

Crosby had traveled 9000
and distributed some
Every piece of mail that
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left the State Capitol carried the bold label of "Operation
H o n e s t y . " 220

A state airplane,

draped with a large

"Op era tion Honesty" sign,

took Crosby and his message

across the entire state.

The governor insisted that the

purpose of the campaign was to "give citizens a chance to
make complete honest returns before.we start prosecu tio ns."
A l t ho ugh the campaign became a grueling effort fraught with
criticism,

Cro sby mai ntaine d his enthusiasm for what he

believ ed to be a just and righteous cause.
s
I

E d w in S id e y — O m a h a I ‘/ o r i d - M e r c 'a
N e b r a s k a ’s G o v e r x o r

C ro s b v

Buttons in his pockets, a la n te rn in his hand.

FIGURE 9
Source:

Time M a g a z i n e , March

15,

1954, p. 23.

The importance of honesty seemed to be deeply imbedded
in Crosby's character.

He expected honesty from his family
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and from all with whom he worked.

Crosby's son,

Robert M . ,

tells of an incident when the family lived in an apartment
east of the Capitol during his father's
legislature in 1941.

On occasion,

first term in the

when five-year-old

Robert walked by a fruit stand on his way to school,
would help himself to an apple or a plum.

he

One day his

father called him from his office and asked that they meet
at the fruit stand.

Confronted with the evidence of his

taking the fruit without paying for it, young Robert broke
down and cried.

Crosby and the proprietor began di scu ssing

whether there was an alternative to reform school.

Young

Robert quickly agreed to pay for the stolen fruit from his
allowance.
settled,

It took only four weeks for the debt to be

but the lesson lasted a lifetime.221

Crosby took seriously the charge in the Nebraska
Constitution req uiring the governor to "take care that the
laws be faithfully executed and the affairs of the state be
efficiently and ec on omi cal ly administered."
of upholding the state constitution,
honesty,

decency,

The challenge

he believed,

demanded

and fair play with one's fellow citizens.

Crosby considered himself a sort of watchdog,

selected by

the people of Nebrask a to protect their rights and
liberties and to enforce the laws by which the people
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govern the mse lv es .222

Not only was the integrity of the

constitution important to Crosby,

but also the oath of

office to which he committed himself.
After wrestling with the issue throughout his first
full year as Governor,

Crosby believed that if real estate

were to be fully assessed as the constitution mandated,
then it was glaringly wrong to neglect personal property.
He concluded that muc h of the dilemma in resolving the tax
assessment issues in the state related to the provisions in
the state constitution.

The 1953 Legislature had referred

the question of changing the state constitution to a Tax
Study Committee of the Legislative Council.

Crosby had

been reluctant to call a Special Session until after the
Tax Study Committee had done its work.

After nearly eight

months of committee study and consultation with the
governor,

Crosby called a Special Legislative Session on

April 20,

1954,

to address the need for submitting

constitutional proposals on which Nebraska citizens could
vote in the November election.
for Crosby's chief critic,

The call came none too soon

Senator Terry Carpenter,

who

urged Crosby to "stop playing Snow White" and let the more
"mature minds take over and correct his
saving b lu nd er s."223

[Crosby's]

self
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In his opening address to the Special Legislative
Session,

Crosby stated that he "had not wavered from a

course that followed the spirit and the intent of our
Constitution.

The passage of time will certify the

substantial rightness of what has been done.

To be

faithful to one's duty has a reward that transcends
immediate political ex pediency."224
Crosby had never publicly expressed any cr i t i c i s m of
the legislature in connection with the state's tax
problems,
to do so.

even though some political advisors had urged him
He had come to the conclusion that solving the

tax assessment pr obl em would now require changes in the
•
•
state's constitution.

22 s

Five proposed constitutional amendments were jointly
prepared by the governor and the Tax Study Committee and
presented to the legislature for their co ns i d e r a t i o n . 226
The first proposed amendment would permit the legislature
to exempt household furnishings and person al effects to the
extent that it deemed desirable.

The second provi si on

allowed the legislature to determine the best means of
equalizing tax assessments among the counties.

A third

proposed amendment pe rmitted the legislature to dete rm ine
how county assessors and boards of equaliz at ion wo u l d be
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chosen.

The fourth proposal would permit assessment

officials to adopt special methods for some types of
property,

and the fifth proposed amendment would protect

taxpayers against extravagant use of any supplemental taxes
that might be enacted.

A final proposal crafted by both

the Tax Com mittee and Governor Crosby asked that the
Special Session consider a reasonable and limited homestead
exemption.

Crosby believed that the family home had a

special status

in society and represented a special

security for mothers and children.
is encouraged,

Because home ownership

he believed that this social attitude should

be recogni zed in the state constitution through a partial
reduction in property taxes for owner-occ upi ed homes. ^'
Three proposals,

identified as Legislative Bills 2,

and 4, were pass ed by the Special Session on May 7,

3,

1954,

submitted as prop ose d Constitutional Ame ndments for the
1954 Novembe r election,
the other proposals,
were d e f e a t e d . 228
source of revenue,

and approved by the voters.

All of

including the homestead exemption,

Anythin g that might require an additional
such as a state sales or income tax,

still oppo sed by most state legislators.

Not until

did Neb ra ska finally adopt a homestead exemption,

was

1969

and only

after it had approve d a state sales and income tax.

Despite the tremendous amount of time and effort given
to "Operation Honesty" and the state's tax problem,

the

Crosby adm ini st ra ti on involved itself in numerous other
initiatives.

By executive order in October of 1953,

Crosby

appointed a Gov ernor's Committee on Human Relations to
determine the need for improved civil rights for Nebraska's
minorities.

The governor wanted to know the extent to

which dis cr imina ti on existed in state and local government,
and what it would take to remove these obstacles.

He

wanted the committee to study the difficulties that
Negroes,

Mexicans,

and Native Americans experienced in the

areas of employment,
status.229

education,

health,

housing,

and

The governor hoped that the recommendations made

by the committee could be used to support appropriate state
legislation in the future.
In July of 1954 Crosby appointed several citizen
committees to study various social problems in the state.
The first was a State Mental Health Committee to review the
mental health p r o g r a m in Nebraska.

Crosby had visited

every one of the state institutions during his term and
found m a n y of t h e m unable to provide proper treatment
because of a lack of trained staff.

Salaries were so low

that it was difficult to attract competent help. 230

The
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governor also appointed a four-member committee to study
the state penal institutions.

To Crosby's surprise,

this

study resulted in a blistering report concerning the brutal
treatment of prisoners.

The report called for the

dismissal of both the warden and his top aide.231
On July 22,

1954,

Crosby called together in the

Statehouse a group of citizens to organize a Nebraska
Committee for Youth to discuss education and the problems
of juvenile delinquency.

The 15-member bo ard met to

prepare a list of possible rec omm endations for the 1955
Legislature to consider including a mu lt i- mil lion dollar
state-aid program to local school d i s t r i c t s .232
case,

In each

reports and recommendations from these citizen

committees were issued late in Crosby's Administratio n and,
necessarily,

held over for action by a new governor and the

next legislative session.
One of the difficult tasks Crosby had as governor was
to reply to the man y personal letters from people seeking
greater old-age assistance.

State records indicated that

15.1 percent of Nebraskans over the age of 65 were
receiving old-age assistance from the state in 1953.233
Crosby noted that with the growing number of recipients,
the state needed to streamline its ass istance program,

but
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"it should not be so generous that it ignores the family's
obligation to care for their p a r en ts ." 234
to be sympathetic to the man y requests,

Crosby appeared

but also remained

reluctant to expand the assistance p r o g r a m and raise state
expenditures.
As governor,
Board,

Crosby also headed the State Parole

which required him to rule on requests from families

seeking parole or pardon for their loved ones who were
incarcerated.235
individuals.

He did grant pardons to nine
He also received ma ny requests from

families asking for help to defer young men from the draft
during the Korean War,

but he never interfered with the

decision of a local draft b o a r d . 237

His responses for all

such requests were kind and respectful.

Crosby personally

replied to the many letters from school children who asked
questions about his life and political career.

The

governor seemed to enjoy every opp or tun ity to discuss the
importance of education and good citiz ens hip with young
p e o p l e .238
In the spring of 1954,

Crosby app oi nted a special

State House Committee to study the p os si bili ty of
establishing for the first time a hospitaliz ati on and
surgical insurance group plan for state employees.

Through
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a bidd ing process among eight c o m p a n i e s , Mutual of Omaha
won the contract which became effective in the fall of 1954
and offered low-cost group premiums to state employees.
the time,

however,

At

employees still had to pay their entire

individual pre mi um through a payroll deduction,

as Nebraska

did not have the autho rity to pay for even a porti on of
these premiums until years later.

9 9Q

<

«

.

This initiative

ackno wle dged the need to improve the benefits and retention
of state employees.
In contrast to this,

Crosby had earlier vetoed

legislation that woul d have shortened the work week for
state workers to 40 hours,
costly for the state.

contending that it would be too

The governor believed that if the

shorter work week was granted to every employee,
salaries remained the same,

and

the effect would be an hourly

pay increase of 9 per c e n t . 240
Always looking for ways to improve the ef ficiency of
state government,

Cro sb y established a Suggestion Committee

early in his administration,

and personally funded a $25

employee award for each of the four best ideas deemed most
valuable to overall state governmental operations .241
Cr osb y un der stood the importance of public
communic ati on and uti liz ed radio whenever he could to keep
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Nebraska citizens informed of the current issues of his
governorship.

His January 1953 inaugural address was

carried by radio station KODY of North Platte followed by a
personal word to his hometown listeners.242

Early in his

administrat ion Crosby initiated a weekly radio program,
"Governor Crosby Reports," that aired on radio stations
throughout the state.

The three-minute taped programs

provided informative highlights of the activities of the
governor's o f f i c e . 243
The governor's speech t o

state employees that

initiated his "Operation Honesty" campaign was also taped
and sent to Nebras ka radio stations.244

When the time came

for his bid for the United States Senate,

Crosby actively

used radio and tele vis ion to advance his campaign.
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CHAPTER 6

*

FEELING THE RESENTMENT
"I m a y be coming b ac k sooner that

I want to live among you."

Near the end of Crosby's first year as governor,

many

Nebraska politicians began speculating about whether he
would seek re-election in 1954.

Observers believed that

because of the amount of effort that Crosby had put into
the "Operation Honesty" campaign,

he would choose to remain

in office to see it through to the end.
sure,

Others were not so

believing that the tax issues would be an

insurmountable impediment to a second term.
remained uncommitted,

Crosby

saying he would not make a decision

until the spring or summer of 1954 .245

On one occasion he

responded to the question about a second term by quoting
Shakespeare.

He had not,

he quipped,

decided "whether the

slings and arrows of outrageous political fortune are equal
to the dubious personal rewards of the office. "246
Crosby,

increasingly,

not being re-elected.

seemed to sense the prospect of

He told a Norfolk audience in

September of 1953 that he knew he was unpopular in areas of
the state where tax assessments had been raised.

Crosby

noted that he mo ve d in and out of his hometown of North
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Platte quickly because of the pol itical heat,

"even though

the same yardstick of assessment was used over the entire
state."247

Real estate valuations in North Platte had been

raised 207 percent by the State Board of Equalization,
highest increase in the state.

the

Crosby noted that even

though most people in his hometown had remained friendly
and civil -to him,

"I feel a certain subtraction of the

warmth I used to feel."248

He admitted frankly that "I m a y

be coming back sooner than I want to live among y o u , " but
insisted that "I've never done anything more honest in my
life. "249
An Omaha Wo rld-Herald editorial aptly described
Crosby's handling of the tax issues when it wrote,

"Here

was an official who hasn't whi ned of being misquoted,
tried to blame somebody else,

or promise d to call a special

session of the Legislature to fix eve rything up.
they agree with him or not,
or not,

or

Whether

whether they will vote for him

we think most people will dee ply admire Bob Crosby

for t h at."250
Al though Crosby mai nt ai ne d an exhaustive schedule of
speaking engagements inherent to the office,

he retained

his energy and ent husi as m throughout his term.

Crosby

regretted that he "fell short" of his goal in the
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reorganizat ion of state government,

but he was gratified

with the job done by the various committees he set up to
study specific state problems.

"I never found my sel f in

such a large area of opportunity for public service as
existed in the governor's office," he de cl ar ed .251
From the time that Nebraska first became a state on
March 1,

1867,

governors and other state officials have

always been elected to two-year terms.

It was not until

1964 that Nebraska voters changed the state constitution to
extend the te rm for state officeholders from two to four
years,

effective in 1967.

Two-year terms,

in effect,

allowed little time for a governor to implement change
without the risk of being ousted from office if an
a dm ini st rat ion fell out of favor with the voters.

This

dilemma pr ob ably contributed to the fact that many
governors became mere housekeepers.

Issues such as tax

as sessments and property taxes could provoke instant
retal iat ion from voters who thought they were being ov er 
taxed or tr eat ed unfairly.

That was pr eci sely the

circum sta nce in which Crosby found himself as he tried to
resolve Nebraska 's tax assessment equalization in only two
years.

It was a no-win situation.

of a four-year term,

Had Cros by the benefit

and the cooperation of more than one
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legislative session,

his leadership and the additional time

may well have overcome some of the tax assessment issues.
While governor,

Crosby and most legislators continue d to

oppose any effort to expand the state's tax base with a
sales or income tax.
Tiemann,

It was not until 1967 that Norbert

as the state's first four-year-term governor,

resolved to reform the Nebraska tax system through a
combination sales and income tax so as to enable the state
to expand its tax base.

o co

Between 1951 and 1954 three of Nebraska's Uni ted
States Senators died in office,

placing the state's

governors in the center of a considerable amount of
political maneuv ering and intrigue.

The first death that

occurred was that of Senator Kenneth Wherry in No v e m b e r of
1951.

Then-Gov ern or Val Peterson subsequently app oin te d

newspaper publi she r Fred Seaton of Hastings to fill the
vacancy until the next general election in Nov em ber of
1952.

Seaton chose not to be a candidate for the November

election,

allowing former Republican Governor Dwight

Gr isw old to enter the race and win the election to fill the
last two years of Wherry's term.
1954,

However,

after serving only 17 months,

on April

12,

Senator Gr is wo ld died

nine months before completing his term.253

The un t i m e l y
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death of Griswold set in motion a chain of events that soon
gave Governor Crosby a long-awaited oppo rtunity to bid for
the Senate seat.
Having not yet committed himself to running for
governor for a second term,

and refusing to appoint himself

to fill the Senate vacancy,

Crosby decided to finish his

term as governor and run in the upcoming November election
for the full-term Senate seat formerly held by Kenneth
Wherr y and Dwight Griswold.
April 15,

1954,

In a press release issued on

Crosby announced his Senate candidacy,

and

said he expected to soon appoint a qualified person to
replace Senator Griswold until the November election.

The

Governor pledged that he would continue to "give a full
measu re of attention to the problems of state
g o v e r n m e n t ... and carry toward completion the many programs
that have been started during m y term as gov er nor."254
The Senate had always held a special appeal for Crosby
and had been his long-term political goal.
enjoyed his governorship,

Alt hou gh he

the legislative process of the

Senate was more appealing to him than dealing with the
exhaustive tax problems and administrative duties of his
present of fice. 255

Cro sb y joined three other strong

Rep ublican contenders for the office:

Terry Carpenter of
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Scottsbluff,

Congressman Dave Ma rti n from Kearney,

and

Congressman Carl Curtis of Minden.
The day after announcing his Senate bid,

Crosby made

the first of his three historic appointments to the United
States Senate by appointing Mrs.
from Merriman,
1954 election.

Nebraska,
Mrs.

Eva Bowring,

a rancher

to serve until the November 7,

Bowring agreed to fill the vacancy

until the November election and chose not to be a candidate
for the office to complete the short term,

from November to

January of 1955 .256
In yet another untime ly death on July 1, 1954,
Republican U.S.
third term.
vacancy,

Senator Hugh Butler died two years into his

Governor Crosby again had to fill a Senate

this time appointing Samuel W.

businessman,

Reynolds,

an Omaha

to fill the traditional Omaha Senate seat.

Reynolds also chose to serve only until the 1954 November
election,

at which time Rep ublican Roman L. Hruska of Omaha

sought and won election to the full unexpired Senate term
of Senator B ut ler.257
Crosby's first major hurdle in his Senate race was the
upcoming August 10th state primary.

His three strongest

Republican prim ary opponents were all wel l-known state
political figures who had their own long-standing and
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active constituency.

Crosby's bid for the Senate seat also

created a sudden scramble within both political parties to
field candidates for governor.

The sudden deaths of the

state's two U.S.

Senators had caused a free-for-all in the

upcoming primary,

resulting in an "every man for himself"

type of race.258

Along with Crosby,

seven other Republi can

candidates ran for the full-term Senate position,

and

fifteen candidates ran for the Senate sho rt-ter m Rep ublican
position that Mrs.

Bowring vacated.

The Democrats fielded

three candidates for each of the Senate p o s i t i o n s . 259
surprisingly,

Not

both the state and national spotlight began

to focus on the Nebraska Senate primary race.
In an effort to help bolster his can didacy for the
Senate,

Crosby immediately went to work to dem onstrate his

support for President Eisenhower.
as a "conservative,

At te mpti ng to campaign

non-interventionist Republi can who

likes Ike," Crosby worked to address the national and
international issues of the day that he b e li eved would
decide the Senate race.260

He said the biggest issue facing

the nation was to establish an enduring wo rl d peace.
Crosby insisted that his non-interventionist views should
not be interpreted as isolationism,

but that the country

must avoid "anything like the Korean involvement and any
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such tragedy as would be involved in French In doc hin a."261
A l t ho ugh still supportive of ma intaini ng a strong Air Force
and Navy,

Crosby said that "we should work toward the end

of the peace-time draft in the immediate futu re. "262
called for the reduction of foreign aid,
economic,

Crosby

both mi li ta ry and

and then only to those allies and friends who

support the United States .263
Always espousing fiscal conservative principals,
Cro sby said that the federal budget should be cut enough to
balance the budget,

reduce the national debt and allow a

"moderate reduction in t a xe s. "264

He supported a farm price

support pro gram that had enough flexibility to allow supply
and demand forces to work.

Crosby bel ieve d that the

prese nt rigid price support pr ogra m created large surpluses
and high consumer prices that worked against the interests
of the farmer.265
Crosby understood that his chief Republican rival,
Carl Curtis,
Congress.

had the advantage of sixteen years in

The real challenge for Crosby was to persuade

Ne bra ska voters to focus more on the national and
international issues of the campaign rather than the recent
tr oub lesome tax issues in the state.
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In July the White House invited Crosby to meet with
the President and other high Administration and Republican
leaders.

The Washington trip was to include meetings with

federal officials regarding the President's new federalstate hi ghway funding program and Missouri River Basin
Compact legislation.

Crosby reported that his visit with

Eisenhower had been "very pleasant," but he had not
discussed his Senate campaign with the President.266

He

apparently felt that the meeting alone was sufficient to
reflect a positive image to the public.

Crosby no doubt

understood the respected standing that Carl Curtis enjoyed
in Congress and chose not to upstage him.
Washington,

the Governor also met with his two recent

Senate appointees,

Senators Sam Reynolds and Eva Bow ring .267

During his Senate race,
Nebraska political
format,

While in

Crosby became the first major

figure to use a question-and-answer

utilizing television for campaigning.

In a show

"What's Your Question?" aired by television and radio
stations in Omaha and Lincoln,

Crosby answered questions

telephon ed in by listeners.268

Although he was comfortable

using televis ion and radio for his political campaigning,
Crosby's real gift was his ability to speak before any
group of people and put them at ease.

An exhaustive
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campaign schedule kept Crosby before audiences throughout
the entire state for much of the summer.269

Crosby had

hoped for a Presidential visit that would strengthen his
Senate bid,

but the brief visit by President Eisenhower in

early September would come too late to help him.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE— President Eisenhower and Gov.'Crosby stand at attention during taking of oath
of allegiance to the flag at McCobk ceremony. {Staff Photo by Bill Ray via UP Facsimile.) /
FIGURE 10
Source:

By late July,

L i n c o l n E v e n i n g Journal,

September 4, 1954

Crosby reported that his campaign had

coll ect ed $10,658.60 in contributions.

Crosby made the

announcement even though the law did not require a
senatorial candidate to file campaign expenditures with the
Secr eta ry of State.

That exception in the campaign

reporting law went back to the days when United States
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Senators were elected by the state legislatures,

and there

•
•
was no requirement
for Senate campaign
expense reports.

270

The only other report made to the Secretary of State at
that time was made by the Curtis campaign committee who
reported $9,550 in

con tr ib u t i o n s . 271 When the primary

election was over,

only David Martin and Carl Curtis

a spending report with the Secretary of State.

filed

Martin

reported campaign expenditures of $18,964.51 compared to
$16,322.90 for Curtis.

Neither Crosby nor Carpenter made

any final report.272
The August prima ry election came quickly,

allowing

Crosby and other contenders only four months to campaign
for the Senate seat.

In that primary,

frustrated over the tax mess,
political defeat.

voters,

apparently

handed Crosby his first-ever

V e te ran Congressman Carl T. Curtis of

Minden won the election by more than 20,000 votes.
came in second,
wide votes,

Crosby

receiving 27 percent of the total state

with 12,000 mor e votes than the next contender,

Terry Carpenter.

Curtis carried 65 of the state's counties

while Crosby won in 14 counties,

including his hometown of

North Platte and Lincoln C o u nt y. 273
Victor And ers on of Lincoln won the Republican
gubernatorial primary race and went on to defeat Democrat
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Wi l l i a m Ritchie of Omaha in the November election.

Former

Governor Keith Neville of North Platte won the Democratic
nomination for the full-term Senate seat.

27 4

The day after his prima ry defeat in the Republican
primary,

Crosby met with news reporters in his Governor's

office.

With "a heart-wa rm ing smile" he told them he was

actually relieved that it was ov er. 275
had no regrets,

The Governor said he

and intended to wo rk for passage of the

prop ose d constitutional amendments that were to be
prese nte d to voters in Nov em be r. 276

Cro sby told his

dis appointed supporters to "forget it," as his Senate
campaigning was finished.

He said that he and his family

were going to take their first vacation since he became
Governor and he planned to "fish and m e d i t a t e . " 277
The election held on November 2,

1954,

added yet

another new face to the Senate del eg ati on from Nebraska.
As a result of Mrs.
election,

Bowring's decision not to seek

Republican Hazel Abel of Li ncol n sought and won

the November election to replace Bowring for the last eight
weeks of the original Whe rr y Senate term.

Carl Curtis had

won election to Wherry's ful l-term Senate seat and would
take office in January of 1955.

Four of the five proposed

constitutional amendments relating to revenue and taxation,
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and submitted by the Legislature for a vote at the Novembe r
election were passed.

2 78

In yet another odd turn of events,
a staunch Republican,
December 31,

1954,

Senator Abel,

being

resigned her Senate office on

before the end of her term.

This

allowed Governor Crosby to then appoint Senator- el ect Carl
Curtis on January 1,

1955,

giving Curtis several days of

se niority over his Senate peers who took office on January
3,

1955.

Crosby's appointment of Curtis reflected his

political acumen and his characteristic refusal to hold a
grudge over his Senate election defeat.

The Governor and

Curtis mai nt ai ne d a cordial friendship throughout their
lifetimes.

Through all of these complicated twists and

turns of political events,

Republicans mai n t a i n e d their

h o l d ’ on Nebraska politics by winning all state and national
offices in the 1954 general election.279
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EPILOGUE
"I am looking fo rwa rd to a long per i o d of years of
en jo y i n g life as a pr ivate citizen."

In January of 1955,

Crosby stepped down from the

office of Governor after only one two-year term.
Determined not to seek public office again,

Crosby decided

to remain in Lincoln and allow his children to finish their
schooling.

Although he had seriously considered several

offers for federal employment,

he said the inducements were

not enough for him to leave Ne brask a. 280
After the November election Crosby stated,

"I am

looking forward to a long period of years of enjoyi ng life
as a private citizen.

I hope to do a lot of things I never

had time to do before,

time to go hunting with my son and

time to teach my daughte r to play tennis.

I also plan to

renew my skills at putting up"storm windows and mo w i n g the
lawn."281

In the ensuing years,

Crosby often had to dispel

rumors of his re-entering the political arena.
ending of his political career,

Wi th the

Crosby took the o p po rt un ity

to renew his lifelong interest in playing tennis.
Af t e r leaving the Governorship,
the law firm of Crosby,

Guenzel,

Robert Cro sby joined

and Pansing as a senior
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partner with offices located in the Federal Securities
Building in downtown Lincoln.
close friend of Crosby's,

A t t orn ey Robert Guenzel,

a

had pr act ic ed law in Lincoln and

served part time on the faculty at the Univer sity of
Nebraska.

At tor ne y Thomas Pansing,

law partner to Guenzel,

had been the State Director of Insurance under Governor
Crosby.

Ardis Hunt,

Crosby's longtime executive secretary,

who had served the Go ve rn or since his days in North Platte,
moved with him to the new law firm.282

With the former

Governor and his po l i t i c a l l y active partners,
Guenzel,

Crosby,

and Pansing bec ame the premier "Republican" law

firm in the sta te .283
insurance,

The law practice emphasized

cooperatives,

natural resource conservation

issues and public utilities.

Crosby continued his interest

in water resources and became activel y involved in the
newly formed Nebraska Natural Resource Districts in the
state.

He play ed a m a jo r role in the flood control

projects and rec reational

lakes devel ope d around the city

of Lincoln in what is now part of the Lower Platte South
Natural Resource District.

Cro sby successfully appeared

before the Nebraska Supreme Court in 1980 to argue for the
reversal of a previous Court ruling that had prev ent ed the
trans-basin diversion of water within the state.284
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During his years as a Lincoln attorney,

Crosby also

served as a defense attorney in several high-profile
criminal prosecutions.

In 1965 he defended Duane Pope who

was accused of killing three employees in a bank robbery in
Big Springs,

Nebraska.

The case brought intense notoriety

and a good deal of crit ici sm for Crosby's efforts to avoid
the death pe nalty for Pope by reason of insanity.
Pope was found guilty and sentenced to death,
appealed to higher co urt s.285
to life in prison.

After

the case was

Pope was eventually sentenced

In 1970 Crosby successfully defended

Captain Eugene Kotouc of Humbolt,

Nebraska,

in a Military

Court Martial resulting from the My Lai massacre incident
during the V i et na m War.
By 1955 Crosby had become one of the busiest and most
influential lobbyists in the state.

A Lincoln newspaper

declared that Crosby was now far more influential as a
lobbyist than he had been as a governor .286

A list of his

ma jor clients include d the Salt Val ley Watershed District,
City of Lincoln,

Nebraska Rural Power Association,

Better Nebraska A ss oc iatio n
•

•

construction c o m p a n i e s ) .

?
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and the

(an organization of highway
•

His success and political

influence as a lobbyist continued for more than forty
years.
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Crosb y never gave up his interest in po lit ics and
continued his active involvement in the Nebras ka Republican
Party.

He served as a delegate to five Republican National

Convent ion s from 1956 to 1976.

During the 1956 Republican

National Convention in San Francisco,

he served on the

p l a t fo rm committee that developed the agriculture and water
resource plank.

In 1960 Crosby served on the Labor and

Commerce Committee at the GOP National Convention.

His

most notable experience occurred at the 1964 Republican
National Convention in San Francisco,

when he addressed the

Conven tio n over nationwide television to speak in favor of
adopting the GOP Civil Rights pla tf orm. 288
On January 6, 1971,
six years,
sixty-one.

Betty,

Crosby's wife of more than thirty-

di ed in Lincoln,

Nebraska at the age of

Crosby later married LaVon Stuart who had been

w i dow ed and was formerly of Hastings,
mar ria ge came four stepchildren,

Nebraska.

ages 8 to 16.

With that
LaVon had

served on Senator Roman Hruska's staff and shared an
interest in politics with Crosby.289

LaVon Crosby also

becam e active in Neb rask a politics and serv ed three terms
in the Nebraska Legi sla ture representing District Twentynine in Lincoln,

and distingu ishe d hersel f mu c h as Robert

Crosb y had done years earlier.
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Throughout his political career Robert Crosbypracti ce d and articul ate d a certain moral co nv ict ion that
guided hi m in every endeavor.

He believed politi cs to be a

worthy and rewarding career and one that could be p r a cti ce d
with honesty,

integrity,

and dedication.

Crosby had a

knack for writing letters and throughout his career became
quite prolific as he kept in touch with his family and many
friends. 290

The series, of open letters written to his

hometown of North Platte during "Operation Honesty"
reflected a simple,

forthright manner that was so mu ch a

part of how he related to people.
smile and his abi lit y to listen,

Along with his ready
Crosby's greatest asset

was his ability to express himself.291
and u nderst oo d the art of politics.

Crosby liked people

In turn,

peo ple liked

and respe ct ed Bob C r o s b y . 292
For' any governor,

taxes often are the most per sisten t

and conf ounding of issues.

Crosby's leadership in

"Operation H o n e s t y , " although derided by his critics at the
time,

helped convince many Nebraskans that the state's tax

structure needed to be changed.
efforts,

however,

His sincere and exh au sti ve

could not solve the inherent defect in a

tax system that req ui red people to vo lun tarily report the
nebulous value of their personal property.

The continual
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debate over the fairness of tax assessments on the various
classifications of property remained a constant problem.
The State Legislature had for years struggled with the need
to find additional funds to meet the mounting cost of state
government.

An attempt in 1965,

however,

to enact

legislation for a state income tax Was soundly defeated in
a refe ren dum by Nebraska voters.
It was not until 1968,
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under Governor Norbert Tiemann,

that Nebraska finally enacted a combination sales and
income tax to replace the state proper ty tax.

Although

Nebraskans came to accept the need for a broadened state
tax base,

they still did not like it,

and showed their

displeasure by denying Tiemann a second term as gov er nor .294
With the unexp ect ed opportunity to run for the United
States Senate,
governor,

Crosby chose not to run for re-election as

knowing full well that many voters were provoked

at hi m for his "Operation Honesty" campaign.
loss that Crosby sustained in the Senate race,

The sizable
however,

suggests that Nebraska voters still harbored resentment
over anyone p e r c ei ve d to have raised taxes.
Nebraska followed the rest of the nation in a postwar
economic expansion that redefined the expectations of most
Americans.

Government assistance and planning were now an
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accepted reality.

As governor,

Crosby's efforts to reduce

the size and cost of state government became politically
unlikely.

Crosby had started his political career in

Nebraska as a strong Republican conservative who,

in time,

came to und erstand and accept the need for expanded state
services.

His political philosophy became much more

aligned with the more moderate Republic an ism of President
Eisenhower.

Crosby's efforts to reorganize state

government and improve the state's school system were less
successful than his efforts to expand and improve the
state's highway system.

As a one-term governor,

he was

unable to complete ma n y of the initiatives in state
government that he had begun.
Crosby offered his leadership and service to many
community and state-wide organizations.
Heart Fund chairman,

He served as state

headed the Lincoln United Way,

helped raise funds for the Lincoln Senior Center,
Food Pantries System,

and

Emergency

and Catholic Social Services.295

Crosby's lifelong commitment to his church and his
community dem onstra ted his concern and compassion for the
well-being of people.
Robert B. Crosb y died January 7, 2000 in Lincoln,
Nebraska.

In an editorial written in the North Platte
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Telegraph following his death,

Crosby was describe d as "a

true g e n t l e m a n ... who brought civility to politics.
a tough competitor who never was unfair,
who never was unkind,

He was

a skilled debater

a leader who was never pretentious.

He was the model of what politics ought to be but seldom
is ."296

Crosby,

whose political career started in North

Platte and ended as a single-term governor,
with grace,

wit,

and enthu si as m. 297

served Nebraska
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APPENDIX
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Robert Crosby's Letter to the Editor of the
North Platte Telegraph-Bulletin
April 2, 1951

"The Tradition of Other City Administrations"

Dear Sir:

Not esp ecially do I like getting into this

election fight.
it.

It would be better "policy" to stay out of

In the long run,

though,

I'll feel better if I stand

up and get counted.
By the way,
Citizens'

neither was my name on the roster of the

Committee.

That is nothing against the

Committee.
Like some others in your columns,
Platte

(40 years ago last week,

I was born in North

if you must k n o w ) .

Both candidates for mayor are well known to me.
like them both— count them as friends.
like this letter,

but he has

Of course,

I

Sid won't

known for a long time now how

I feel about the issue in this campaign.
The issue is what kind of law enforcement?
Please unde rst and that those of us who have lived here
all our lives find this issue distasteful.
privilege to be natives of North Platte.
hometowns with anyone.

We regard it a
I wouldn't trade
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However,

for several years

I have been obliged to

admit that our law enforcement has not kept pace with our
progress in other ways.
me so.

State and federal agents have told

Statistics on diseases,

unsuppressed vice,

show it.

as sociated with

Our several unsolved murders,

connected with the gambling rackets,

still mock us.

No longer can we point at Grand Island or Cheyenne or
even Omaha.

They have tid ie d up.

We haven't.

they aren't rid of racketeers or vice,

Of course,

but they are making

a consistent effort.
We never shall be rid of gambling rackets or women of
ill reputes.

Joe Adonis or Lucky Luciano represents a

persistent type.
pursuing them.

But we ought not to give up opposing and
Theft and murd er are ancient practices,

too.
Another aspect of this situation disturbs me.

The

proprietors of our gambling tables are well known.

The

names of our disorder ly rooming house are easily listed and
have long established locations

(although explosions and

fires have been a hazard r e c e n t l y ) .

So long have they been

with us that they have earned a kind of perverse
respectability.
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I have heard fears expressed,

groundless

I am sure,

that the men and madams with irregular occupations might
not be above paying for protection.

It has been argued

that their long and successful careers can only thus be
explained.

I am sure they would not be so unscrupulous.

Very seriously,

I am convinced that no city officer of

my acquaintance would stoop to taking pro te cti on money.
respect the present mayor's integrity.

I

It would not happen

with his knowledge.
But you must agree with me that the situation could be
a temptation to some officer who is weak.

If the practice

of paying pro tection mo n e y should ever arise in our city,
it would be a direct blow at everything we hold dear.
my way of thinking,

To

the shadowy figure who corrupts a

public official has done more harm to A m erica n institutions
than has a confessed communist spy.
Fortunately this has not hap pene d in North Platte.
Perhaps it could not happen here.
The present mayor,
gambling and vice.

of course,

does not approve of the

But during this te rm and his past terms

his attitude toward these things has bee n an easy-going
one.

.There has been a kind of truce bet ween his police

officers and the un de rworld that has ear ned this perverse
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respectability.

There have been no raids,

no arrests,

no

active opposition.
In defense of the present mayor,

it must be said that

he has only carried on the tradition of other
administrations.

city

He believes it is what we want— he

believes the election will show this.
Significantly, the present mayor has not

said he will

try to do better— he has not admitted any shortcoming.
On the contrary,

Kirk Mendenhall and others on his

slate have flatly promis ed effective law enforcement.

Kirk

and his colleagues are unquestionably able and qualified.
I am convinced that Kirk is independent and sincere,

and is

obli gat ed to no one.
It seems reasonable that we should try a change in
North Platte.

This need not mean disrespect to the present

mayor and his fourteen years in office.
new and younger mayor,
city politics,
for us.

It would give us a

unhampered by past association with

who believes that a better job can be done
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"OPERATION HONESTY"
Go vern or Robert B. Crosby's
Speech to State House Employees
January 15, 1954

This is the be ginning of the campaign called
"Operation Hones ty ."
Each of you has received a form of pledge reading as
follows:

"I pl edg e m y full support and cooperation to

OPERATION HO NESTY and promise to make a full report of all
my personal p r o p e r t y for tax purposes."
Each of you has received a lapel badge bearing the
words "Operation Honesty."
Today in the various state institutions and offices
throughout Nebraska,

hundreds of other state employees are

receiving these same pledge forms and badges.
At this very time in most of the court houses
throughout the state,

the county employees are holding

meetings and are rec eiving these same.pledge forms and
badges.
Why should "Operation Honesty" be launched first among
public employees?
To begin with,

These are several reasons.
you and I are paid from taxes.

Before

all others you and I should assume the leadership and set
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the proper example for our fellow citizens in bringin g
about the equalization of taxes,

so that no one carries

more or less than his fair share of the tax burden.
Further,

not only are you and I paid from ta xe s— each

of us pays taxes,

too.

I know some of you have won de red

whether citizens remember that public employees are also
taxpayers.

Well,

I can tell you that some of my skeptical

friends have lately bee n remembering just that.
wisecrack about as follows:

"Governor,

They

if you can get all

of the state employees to mak e out honest personal pro pe rty
schedules,

it will cer ta inly be a big help!"

My answer is

that I am convinced that no group of Nebraskans does a
better job of returning personal property than do state
employees— and,

granti ng that many of us have fallen short

in the past years,
year,

the pub lic can be assured that this

we state employees will show the way by doing a 100%

complete job of listing our personal property for taxation.
Thus,

we will lead the wa y for "Operation Honesty."
Before you sign these pledges and begin to wear the

badges,

I want each of you to clearly understand the reason

for "Operation Honesty."
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This program is a necessary step in solving what is
cu rrently one of the most difficult tasks in state
administration:

The equalization of tax assessments.

This problem of equalizing tax assessments has an
importance far beyond the raising of revenue for
government.
Constitution.
laws.

It involves the integrity of our state
It involves the enforcement of our state

It involves not only my oath of office but that of

all public officials.

Honesty and decent regard for the

rights of our fellowman are bound up in this problem.
Nebraska's Constitution provides,

"taxes shall be

levied by valuation uniformly and proportionately upon all
tangible property."
This provision of the Constitution had been knowingly
and d el iberately violated by all of us for many years.
At the beginning of last year,

the Supreme Court

c omman de d the State Board of Equalization to enforce this
p r o v is io n of the Constitution.
Last year the State Board earnestly enforced the
c on stitutional requirement of uniformity in taxation,
p a r t i c u l a r l y in regard to real property.
While we are now much closer to the standards set by
the Consti tu t io n than we were at the beginning of last
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year,

yet the present situation is only a beginning.

In

fact,

we are only about one-third done with the task of

equali zat i o n .
The greatest present injustice is that borne by home
owners in man y towns and cities.
community,

The agricultural

farmers and ranchers alike,

will gradually

realize that its overall property taxes are generally less
than last year,

although its situation needs much repair.

The plight of the town home owner stems from three
causes.
In many towns and cities the greatest cause is a
p u r e l y local one,

beyond the legal reach of myself or any

other state official.
That cause is simply the greater spending of tax money
by local units of government.

Assessments do not determine

the amount of taxes— taxes are determined by the amount of
mo n e y spent by men in public office.

Remember,

State

Government is spending 10% less of property taxes this year
than last year.
The second cause of the home owner's tax m i s e r y in
m a n y towns is the lack of equalization among individual
owners of real estate.

Frequently,

homes of equal value

are asses se d on drastically different levels.
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This inequality between individual owners is beyond
the jurisdiction of State Government because we are
restricted by law to equalizing among counties and classes
of property on the basis of average assessments.
equalize among individual property owners;

We cannot

that is the job

of local officials.
Now to the third cause of the town home owners'

tax

m i s er y— the one that gives rise to "Operation Honesty."

You

must understand what has happened to the relationship
between real estate and tangible personal property to
appreciate this third cause.
In 1952 real estate,

especially town property,

assessed far b el ow the legal level.

Personal p r operty was

also assessed be l o w the level required by law;
personal property used in business,

was

especially,

household goods,

and

personal belongings were all assessed absurdly low.
On the average,

all real estate is now at the

assessment level required by law.

But m uc h personal

property is still scandalously low in assessed value.
short,

In

personal p ro p e r t y is not carrying its rightful share

of the tax burden.
If we could get a full return of personal prope rt y at
a reasonable value during this coming assessment period,
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the tax burden of real estate would be lessened by about
2 5 % !!!

This is the real hope of the real estate owner,

especially the town home owner:
of one-fourth on his home!

a possible tax reduction

It is our duty as public

servants to see that Nebraskans realize fulfillment of this
hope.
As Governor of our state,

I am humiliated at the

amazing examples of inadequate personal property returns
that can be recited.

In news accounts you have noticed

m any examples that I have mentioned during the past two
months.

There is no need to repeat them now.

During

coming weeks I shall publicly mention m an y more examples.
I want the public to fully understand the low estate to
which we had fallen in the neglected area of law
enforcement.

I want everyone to see the extreme injustice

s uffered by honest taxpayers— there were m a n y of them in
Nebraska-because we were ignoring the others who were
evading personal p r o p er t y taxes.
What is to be done about this inequity,
of law enforcement?

this failure

Is there some easy way around the

p r o b l e m so that we can be excused from solving it?
For the present,

we must assume that existing Nebraska

tax laws express the will of the people of Nebraska because
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the Legislature was in session in this very Chamber until
June,

1953,

and did not see fit to make any appreciable

change in those laws.

But,

what of the future?

Can we get rid of property taxes by persuading the
Legislature to adopt a sales tax?

Most people realize that

it is ridiculous even to ask the question.

A 2% sales tax

w ould reduce property taxes in towns and cities only a
small amount— not more than 10 or 15%.
would apply to personal property

And the reduction

as much as real estate.

Homes would continue to carry an undue amount of
property tax burden.

And,

the

if nothing less were done,

the

slight reduction from a sales tax would benefit the
p roper ty tax evader just as much as the honest taxpayer.
If you want proof from the experience of other states,
then look at Iowa or Kansas.
and income taxes.

Each of them has both sales

Yet the per capita property taxes in

both those states are almost as much as ours— not even

1 0

%

less.
Please understand,

I am not arguing for or against

broa de ni ng the tax base by other
income taxes.

revenue such as sales or

I am simply stressing the

obvious point that

such supplemental taxes do not even touch the p r o bl e m of
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equalizing property taxes.

Furthermore,

remember that the

Legislature refused to enact a sales tax in 1953.
Gould you and I, as state employees,

sidestep this

p r ob le m by persuading the Legislature to substitute some
other tax for the money that state government gets
p r o p er ty taxes?

from

If state government were taken out of the

p r o p er ty tax field and that source of revenue left solely
to school districts,

towns and counties— could we then

forget the problems of equalization?
"No."

Other states have tried this,

A g a i n the answer is
and today they are as

v exed by the problem of equalizing pr o p e r t y taxes as we
are.

Hundreds of school districts lie in two or more

counties,
counties.

and there must always be equalization among those
In any event,

we cannot escape the

constitutional requirement of seeing that substantial
justice is done to our citizens by insuring a u n i f o r m and
proportionate sharing of the tax burden.
The only practical way to solve this p r o b l e m is to
face up to it squarely.

We must behave as good citizens

should and obey the property tax laws.

This is "Operation

H o n e s t y ."
We are now beginning "Operation Honesty" so that all
of us will voluntarily comply with the personal p ro perty
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tax laws.

I confess that for m a n y of us it means the

abandonment of a cus to m of neglect and evasions.

However,

I have no doubt of the success of "Operation H o n e s t y , "
because Nebraskans are fundamentally honest.
to do the right thing.

We all want

In part we can find some excuse

for

past violations because many elected officials have been
too timid to enforce the personal property tax l a w s .

I

have committed m y se lf to enforce the law against those
taxpayers who refuse to cooperate with "Operation H o n e s t y , "
and those officials who refuse to enforce the law.

I think

such taxpayers and officials will not be many.
As Governor,

I am charged by the Constitution to "take

care that the laws be faithfully executed."

You,

as

members of the executive branch of state government under
my direction,

share that constitutional obligation with me.

For that reason I do not hesitate to request that you do as
I am going to do.
Now,
Nebraska,

in your presence,

as the chief executive of

I sign the same pledge that each of you has.

I

fasten on the badge e xh ibiting the words "Operation
Honesty."

I shall wear that badge during working hours

from now until Ap ril 2 0 th.
each of you do the same.

I request and strongly urge that
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Together,

as public servants,

we shall lead a

demonstration by Nebraskans that a free people can succeed
in self-government.

This is "Operation Honesty."
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